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The Vublications Committ of the National Middle School Association Is

proud to present this landmark aturalistic study of the middle school. This study'

provides a valuable and much od operational picture of middle schools tacky,

tether with related tits . tjalso includes an informed comparisdn to the

junior high school seen fifteen years earlier. Many readers are f '_'ar with the

similar shadow study that was published in.I964 by the Associati for supers

and Curriculum Development entitled, The Junior High School e.Saw One

in the Eighth Grade.
,current study was conceived and organized approximately four years ago.

A full description of the process is contained in.the introductary chapter. The cen-
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recognized by many for a 19ng time to conic.
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Conducting a study of any major icope and pregrl it for presentation to the
.public almost always involves the cooperation and aultassiot at any persons. This
preient report is, certainly no exception. In act, it cooperation effort.
The volunteer assistance of one hundred observers'w itaihty of their busy lives
to conduct the shadow studies which form the broad i-urallatibn of the report is
highly commendable. The names of these individutds are jived in the appendix, and
they should be read and noted for the AssociaSon and tbe profession owe them a
debt of gratitude._Unfortunately, the names, of two are not known. These observers
raceived.no,expenses or support of any kind. Many traveled to school sites some
distance from their residences. All left regular job responsibilities which subsequent-
ly had to be made-up on their own time. .

Beyond this group were the members- ills Teacher Analysis_Panel._-They _

assumed the task -of serving as initial funnels 'through which the raw data were
poured. As classroom teachers, their reactions were especially important. The
authors of the final report relied considerably on these initial analyses, and their.
words are frequently\used in Chapter Five. Members of this very important group,

_ .

listed with their positions at the time of the study, 'were: (1) Candace BrickeY;
Language Arts Teacher, Laredo Middle School, Cherry Creek, Colorado; (2) Ginger
Childs, Team Leader, Lincoln. Middle Schdol,. Gainesville, Florida; (3) Lyle C. .

Jensen, Interdisciplinary, Team Teacher, Pioneer Middle School, Yorkshire, New
York, assisted by Mary Chiaravallotir Teacher, Casey Middle School, East
Amherst, New York; (4) Debbie Phillips, Langtiage 'Arts Team Teacher, Wor-'
thingway Middle School, Worthington, Ohio; and (5) Larry Wiltrout, Industrial
Arts Teacher,.Boyce Middle School, Upper St. Clair, Pennsylvania.

Finally, the authors would like to express their sincere appreciation to the other
two members-of the original-committee-which preparedthe proposal. These
dividuals who were instrumental in assisting during the planning and early stages of
implementation of the project are Dr. Gerald Bourgeois, Superintendent, Wyoniing
Public Schools, Wyoming_ , Rhode Island and Patricia Millet, a language arts teacher
from Dallas, Texas.

While this study could not and would not have been completed without the
assistance of these many profesgrnal people, only the authors can be held responsi:
ble for. this oresentation. Whatever failings it has, including the excessively-long
delay in its cdmpletion, are the responsibility of the writers.
John H. Lounsbury
Jean Victoria Marani
Mary F. Coinpton
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E STORY
THE' STUDY

The middle movement is in full_ swing. Whetherdiewed theoretically as
an educational ideal or practically as an operational institution, there is no doubt
but that the middle school has become both. The junior 100 school continues_to,ex-
ist, and probably-will for many years, but the focus in b6th theory and practice
now clearly on the middle school. With 'rare exception, newly established in-
tetmediate schools are designated middle schools and they usually enrollgrades 6-8.

`Surveys on the number of middle schools in exi ;tence have been tiken periodically
doling-the:past fifteenyears and remarkable increases have been reported.

The movement is further supported by a young but thriving national organiza-
tion (National Middle_ School Association) which sponsors a major annual con-
ference, a substantial professional journal, and twenty-ohe state affiliates. State
departments of education have ,been moving, rapidly to establish distinct and
searate certification for the middle grades in open recogiiiion olthe fact that they

=
are far behind the need for such certificates. Even the halls-of academe have been af-
fected as institutions of highr education scurry to develop middle school teacher
education programs to match new or anticipated state-regulations. Books, pam-
phlets, articles,; -and doctoral dissertations on various phases of the middle school
have appeared in 'increasing numbers.

In view of all this, it would seem that the heyday of the middle school is here
and now But what really is the status of, middle school education? Though the.
dumber or middle schools has increased dramatically from the standpoint of
organization, has {he "practice" of middle school education moved ahead"at a
reasonably comparable rate?-Early studies of program characteriities indicated that
middle school practice was very little or no better than the juniottigh school prac-

ce it sought to replace. (Gatewood, 1973 and Wiles and Thomason, 1975). If the
thrust of the middle school movement was to correct the clearly unsatisfactory prac7
tices of typical junior high schools, has, then, the movement to date failed? this
question has haunted educators who hate genuinely sougheto improve school pro-
grams at the intermediate level.

This study sought to_provide a data base that would help in assessing the status



,
f the middle school movement. Though the base is limited tend the st dy may lack

something in scientific sophistication, it is an honest attempt to dep ct the actual
practice of middle school education, as it exists in the lives of the youngsters
themselves. It is, not a ?survey of what one would like, or the opinions ofwhat one
thinks is,' or a compilation of programmatic structures and organizational ar-
rangements as perceived byptincipals but it is of what is, as revealed in the
actual experiences of 100 seventh graders who were enrolled in 100 different middle
schools in 30 different states on a particular day. Such a picture is needed for, as the
late KiMball Wiles stated so succinctly, "The real curiiculum is the one the pupil ex-

periences. Actually the expectations bf curriculum designers may be illusions and the
teacher's guides and syllabi mere paper representations of hollow hopei. Many cur-
riculum publications desCtibe what should be Seldom does one tell what LC Almost
always the curriculum is portrayed M terms Of the vision of the ely does

anyone,. even attempt-to see the - curriculum as it is experienceLgy We pupil."
(Lounsbury and Marani, 1964).

This study of the curriculum as it is experienced follows the format of the
earlier landmark research report, The Junior High School We. Saw: One Ray in (he

Eighth Grade, "(Lounsbury and Marani, 1964) which reported the curriculum-from
the standpoint of the consumer as it existed in 1962. The procedure calls for the
observation (or shadowing) of randomly seeded seventh grade students during a
particular school day across the country. Notation .of each-student's behavior and
the learning environment are ,recorded at stated intervals by.the observer. In addi-

.

tion, each studenris interviewed brieflxkthe close of the school day.
,

While some differences in the stuWt xist, and are noted, there is a basis, for

dealing with the crucial questions, "Can any improvements .in the practice of in-
termediate education be seen over a span of 19 years'?" "Has the middle school
movement made any difference in the educational experiences provided early
adolescents?" (Tempting as it is, answers to those questions will not be given here
and now but will be dealt with in the context of the study' later in the report.)

The plan for the 1977 study was formulated -by a self-appointed committee
which included the present authors, Dr., Gerald P. Bourgeois, Superintendent,
Wyoming Public.Schools, Wyoming, Rhode Island and Patricia. iller, Language

arts teacher, Dallas Texas. The committee believed that it was time to check the
pulse of the,movement, to get a feel for how middle school education was in fact,
being conducted at the grassroots level. The committee wondered if the beautiful,
personalized philosophy of middle school education had become engrained in in-
structional procedures and the climate ofichOols: A proposal outlining the study

was submitted to the Board of Directors of the NMSA. The Board's approval in
together with that of the Publications Committee, led to further

actions, The Steering Committee selected, arbitrarily, the day of Thursday,
February 17 as Shadow Study day and made preparations to enlist observ'ers at the

forthcoming national conference.
One important feature of the propOsed study, not found in the earlier study,

was the. utilization of a panel of classroom teachers. Several classroorri teachers from
varimis geographic areas were recruited to do an initial analysis of the studies. Each
received a portion of the studies and reviewed them in light of identified



milecharacteriitics. The list of charaiteristics' of mIMIle school education that was
eveldped by the Corrimittee was -subrnitted to the NMSA Board of Trukiees for

validation: '-

At -the November,.1976 Annual Conference of the National Middle School
Association, held in St. 'Louis, the Committee set up a table near the registration
area and proieeded to recruit volunteers to conduct a shadow study in their area. Na
standards of selection were imposed, no judgments were made concerning whether a

.. school was "good enough" or otherwise eligible.- Art attempt was made, however, to
entice people from different 'states and regions., Considertrhly more than a hundred
vol ers signed up and were subsequently mailed materials, but, unfortunately,
mi were unable to complete the assignment for one reason or another. While the
one hundred schools and observers that composed the final sample might not be
technically classified as a random sample they were n e "selected" and they pro-
bably are "representative." Theie school's are listed alphabetically by state, in Ap-
pendix D, while the observers are listed in Appendix E. Thirty different states, from
Colorado td Connecticut, from Michigan to Florida, .are represented in the sample.
The observers were all_ professional people, primarily principals or supervisors.-

As the studies were submitted they were logged in and coded, Those not respon-
ding in a reasonable time were contacted to see if a study had been completed. After
all had been received they were divided up into random groups and sent` to the_
teacher analysis panel members. The teachers ultimately submitted iheir reactions
and analysis. Finally the writing team began work on the full study: Considerably
more time than was anticipated was required for the completion of each of these.
steps. The entire study was conducted without any cost to the Association, however.

Further details on the procedures used in conducting the study are contained in
Appendix A. V
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The fundamentalpremise of middle sc ool educatioi is that it should be based
on the nature and needs of transescents. It I appropriate, therefore, that a chapter
describing seventh graders be included as a ;preliminary to the presentation of the
shadow studies and an analysis of them. One can not reflect adequately on the hap.
penings of one day in the seventh grade and interpret them properly except as one is
conversant with the nature of seventh graders.

Describing the seventh grader is an impossible task for seventh graders come.in
many sizes and shapes, with a variety of ethnie and religioui backgrounds, interests,.
likes and dislike% and hopes for the fuiure. Their stages of maturation are so Varied;
some are still childlike without any outward indication of the rapid physiakhanges
which will soon transform them into true adolestents. Others already poisess mature
physiques and are capable- of producing children. Some are weathering the matura-
atipn process with surprising ease, even dignity, while others writhe and struggle like
butterflies emerging from tattered cocoons..

Seventh graders are not even the same chronalogital age. State attendance laws
with arbitrary cut -off dates for initial school entrance, the mobility of our people,
and the still not uncommon practice of retention result in a population of seventh
graders most of whom are twelve or thirteen bat with some who, because of superior
ability, may be as young as ten or eleven, while still others may be as old as fourteen:
At no other single school grade is such a range of ages likely to be found. The age
differential range of the one hundred students Shaclowe as four years and seven
days, 11 to 14.

The seventh grade, therefore, is composed of stud its who represent a true.,
madox. These younisters are alike mainly in their unlikeness, with differences not °
only from one another but within themselves, often from one day to the next. It is
the great variation among seventh graders which:make them- typical of the entire
middle school and make them_ the most appropriate-sample for a study of middle
schools.

While no human being can be segmented into categories of characteristics, for
purposes of discussion developmental changes will discussed in three general
categories physical, intellectual, and emotional.

4



PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
During the elementary school years boys and girls grow at about thosame rate.

There it very little difference between the sexes; and the rate of growth is steady an
comparatively ,slow, though mothers trying to keep.them clothed might disatr
Technically," the pituitary gland is held in check by the hypothalamus, an organ
which lies posterior to it

Tilt growth spurt is a result of the hypothalamus releasing, its control of the,
pituitary. The latter begins to secrete increased amounts of a hi rrnone whialt `,
stimulate the sex glands. Thus, the growth gland, the pituitary, initiates the growth
spurt-and the sex glands affect'sexual maturation. For some yoUngsteri:the growth
. spur may begin:as early as nine; for others not until the fifteenth year Fdr even a
very few others it may occur earlier or later.

-he first noticeable physical change in transescents is the lengthening of the
hing boner* khe arms and legs. Shirts and pants become too .short; and the
previ usly will-coordinated elementary youngster is likely to become the stereo
of the clumsy, awkward middle schooler: Muscular development tends to lag 'behind
skelet development. Therefore, the youngster may have trouble managing his new
height He may bump into furniture en route through a room. The recurring Pro-
blem if spilled glasses of milk interrupting the family meal is illustratiVe of the pro-
blem of lengthening arms reaching for items. and making contact before the
Youngster expects it to happen. Teachers and other adults should constantly remind
themselves that idthough the youngster may' appear to be an adult, his muscular,,
development has not kept pace with the lengthening of his arms and legs. t xpecting
these youngsters to lift heavy weights or to engage in strenuous activities may actual-
ly place their physical well -being in jeoparH.

The lengthening of the long bones is followed by the broadening'and expandjng
f the chest, the lengthening of the trunk (or sitting height), the development of
oys' shoulders and girls' hips, and a deepening of the voices of both sexes

(although the change is more pronounced for males).
The development of secondary sexual characteristics heralds the terMination of

the growth spurt, but not, of course, all grovith. For girls menarche (the onset of
menstruation) marks the beginning of puberty.. Thg average age for:gienarche in
American girls is twelve (Tanner, 1962). For boys there is less agreement, even
within the medical profession, as to what single event may indicate puberty
(Mitchell, 1974). Somphysicians believe that it is indicated by the growth of pubic
hair;, others believe that the stage is marked by the first ejaculation. Still others poi_

/to the indication of spermatozoa in the urine. The average age of puberty for malls,
however measured, is about fourteen which is beyond the seventh grade for Most.

Frisch (1974) postulates hat there' is a critical body weight which must be
reached before pubertal changes can occur. This has been found true in both sexes
and is independent of influences such as climate, altitude, and age.

Puberty in girls involves other physical Changes. The breasts enlarge and the
areolas or nipples become larger and -darken in color. Pigmented pubic hair appears
which will eventually become kinky and coarse. Underarm' hair appears and some
hair; may appear on the upper lip.

For boys the growth of the primary sex organs is rapid duri uberty. The
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growth of testes and scrotum and the lengthening of the penis signal sexual matura-
lion. The development of these organs becomes a matter of pride or ridicule during
these years especially when "gang showers" are used in school. Facial hair appears
first as a sort of "reach fuzz" and then as coarse whiskers. Pubic hair follows the
same pattern.

. Both boys and girls experienCe a coarsening of the skin with greater activity in
the sweat Ilarick. With sexual maturation the composition of perspiration changes,
and, it takes on a stronger odor.

internal changes brought on by alterations in body chemistry may add to the
youngsters' Problems, and may even present dangers which must be reckoned with
The heart grows during puberty and its rate Glf beat sloWs. Consequently, there is a
rise ,in blood pressure. The incidence of heart attack&among early adolescerts:vvhile
still rather rare, has been on the increase during recent years. The commonly noted
tendency of transescents to appear listless at times and over-active at others is caused_
by a fluctuation in basal metabolism. Frequent changes of pace for these youngsters
should be the order of the day. A high relative blood sugar level on arising in the
morning may cause them to reject any suggestion of breakfast. However by the
time they arrive at school,

too

bloOd sugar level may have returned to normal and
the sudden need for food may be genuine and crucial. Most teachers will attest to the
difficulty in holding the attention of a .hungry child.

Facial changes take place, too. The forehead becomes wider and higher. The
jawbone begins to grow and jut forward, which gives the early adolescent a much
straighter profile. The incisors of both jaws become more upright, and the nos
becomes more projecting (Tanner, l962).

Gills on the average enter this transitional stage approximately two years earti6r
than-boys. And it is in the seventh grade when this difference is most apparent. The
range within one sex, however, is greater than between the sexes (Eichhorn, 1973). It
is interesting to note that the later the growth spurt occurs, the longer the period of
growth. Thus, all other factorS being equal, later maturers will probably be taller as
adults than will early matureu. This may be comforting to both the early maturing
girl who towers over her classmates in grade seven and the late maturing boy who
may be mistaken for her little brbther.

EMOTIOl AL DEVELOPMENT
Seventh graders, even more than most youngsters, aiesocial beings: From their

early years they have modeled the behavior of and,sought the approval of signifi-
. cant others. The persons who become most significant t9 youngsters during the early
adolescent years are other early adolescents the peer group into which the keventh
grader aspires membership. School is the place at which the youngster is able to
spend the greatest amount of time with his peers.It.ls no wondkr, then, that seventh
graders are most willing to go to school irreSpecTive of the adequacy of thevcur-
riculum.

The influence of the peer group during the middle school years may be difficult
for adults to understand and afcept. A teacher may be baffled by the resistence of
the above-average student to complete assigned tasks, hand in homework, or
prepare for test. If the youngster seeks acceptance in a group that is composed of



"C" students, he will do little more than the work required to receive a grade of
"C". If the group he likes shows little respect for teachers, he may appear un-
cooperative-, or even belligerent, toward a teacher he may have openly admired
eulierand still does inwardly.

Youngsters learn rapidly that the most athletic boy and the prettiest girl are
usually the-most popular students. Intellectual superiority and co-operation count
for very little: For the most part, being Afferent from the norm is equivalent to be-
ing doomed to lonelineg.

Seventh graders tend't6be very critical of adults in general, and of their parents
and teachers in particular. It `isn't that seventh gradaspo longer love their parents,
it is just not popular to admire and praise one's parents wh n talking to fellow
students. There appears- to be a certain significance attached to Bing "cool," which

. is aided by the opinion that one's parents are old-fashioned and lack understanding.
A certain amount of conflict with parents is probably inevitable, especially in light
of the ambivalence most parents seem to feel about whether a twelve-year-old
should be considered an "old child or a "young- adult. Consequently, they may
treat him as if he fits the "child" category on one occasion and that of the "adult"
on the other. He is too .old to do some things and too young to do others The early
adolescent is_ often referred to as a "marginal" person between two categories.

Seventh graders' best friends are usually of the same sex. Girls, ih particular,
enjoy telephone conversations of long duration with girlfriends they haven't seen for
ten or fifteen minutes. Subjects range from boys to clothes to teachers. Because they.,
mature earlier, girls are interested in boys well before boys become attracted to
them. For many boys, however, the seventh grader may be a pivotal year during
which they begin to notice without realizing that the sexual antagonism that
manifests itself in teasing, hitting, and other kinds of annoying behavior is really due
to this new interest.

When girls form groups they tend to be of short duration and to be limited in
number. Boys' groups, on the other hand, are longer lived and tend to center around

...-an activity such as model-building be football.

Seventh graders read more than do younger children. They have greater facility
with reading than they have had before and there are not yet the demands on their
leisure time that come during the high school years. The amount of time spent
reading is usually related to intelligence level and the quality of reading material
available. In the past girls have devoted more time to reading than have boys, but
with the changes in sex role orientation occurring in our society this may no longer
be true. Boys like to read adventure and mystery stories and science fiction. Girlsen-
joy realistic novels dealing with adolescent problems, romance, biographies,
historical fiction, and gbod characterizations. Girls,share boys' interest in mysteries
but not their enjoyment of humorous stories.

For some inexplicable reason, many, if not most seventh grade girls are at-
tracted to horses. They spend an inordinate anount of time reading about them,
talking about them, and/or daydreaming about them. Stories such as Black Beauty,
Smoky, and National Velvet continue to be popular wits seventh grade girls. Televi-
sion occupies a great deal of seventh graders' time. Results of a 1974 study



(Compton, 1974) indicate that more than 50% of youngsters in the middle school

spend in excess of four hours per day watching television.

Marty begin discretionary television viewing with afternoon reruns from the

early 1950's. For many viewing continues through the eveningthours and through at

least part of the late-night talk shows. Practically all of what they view is basically

adult programming. Program preferences include crime dramas and situation corn-

edies. A good many youngsters regularly view programs with a "magazine" format.

such as the popular "Sixty Minutes," Analysis of these program preferences
reveals a common thread in the plots integrity. The main characters within a pro-

gram can rely on one another, they keep their word, and, above all, they are fair.

The early adolescent-questions the ideals and values of his parents and other
adults. This is particularly, true in relation to religion. If God is a just and loving be-

ing, they ask, then why is it that some kind and loving people are allowed to die

while certain unkind People may live to be quite elderly. For many early adolescents

a personal relationship with God may develop. This phenomenon is illustrated in

Judy Blume's Are You There, God? It's me, Margaret. Margaret Simon, the central

character of this extremely popular book, is the offspring of a Roman Catholic
father and a Jewish mother. Her parents have -decided to allow her to select her own

religious affiliation when -he' is ready. Experiences with formal religion prove un-'

satisfactory so Margaret speaks toGod as she would to a friend at night before fill-
,

ing asleep.
Some of the questionig of religious beliefs stems from the early adolescent's

acute sense.of justice. An idealistic approach to life's problems tends to oversimplify

some solutions to complex problems and to identify martyrs among those whoth he

may usually dislike. It is not surprising that the quality most admired in seventh'

grade teachers is a sense of fairness. ._.. ,

Seventh graders tend to be egocentric. They are very aware'df the development

of their bodies andthe comparison with others their same age. Many develop what

has been called a "personal fable." This is the youngster's performing for an unseen
but constantly-viewing audience. It is also related to a feeling of personal invincibili-

ty through which he may come to feel that nothinilangerous or damaging can hap-

pen to him. This may account for the great number of accidental deaths among this

age group.
The physical changes experienced by the youngster, his striving to be accepted

by peers, and his ambivalence toward adults and their values render him a very sen-

sitive person. Suicide, therefore, is a major cause of death among youngsters of mid-

dle school age, and the numbers are on the increase.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Until recent years it was assumed that for persons with normal intelligence the

early adolescent years witnessed a Change in the mode of intellectual functioning

from the concrete to the abstract. Although Piaget (1950) emphasizes that the year

for the beginning of true formal operations is approximate, it has been taken literal-

ly as eleven. Textbook publishers and producers of other instructional material have

been able td persuade teachers that seventh graders (by virtue of having lived for

eleven years) can work with abstract concepts. Recent research by Epstein and
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Toepfer (19718) indicates that 85--90 of youngsters who are twelve to fourtee t year
of age are inia developmental platau of brain growth, and during this time there is a
minimal, if 'any, growth of new/brain cells. Further data :give credence to the idea
that by the time yOungsters le:ie grade eight less than,,20% of them have reached
Piaget's levl of formal oper ions. .

A more current theory that there are certain generic factors which influence
learning (Reisman and Kay,fman, 1980). With expanded research data,: this theory
might well ireplace those /filch rely on the concept of developmental stages.

The f4ct that 'youn iers are not all at the same level of intellectual functioning
.while in the middle sc Eol further complicates the role of the teacher The range of
intellectual develop nt of youngsters is broad within the middle School far
greater than the r ge found in either the elementary years or those of the high
school. In fact, tower quartile are likely to end their academic preparation prior
to high school culation. In the middle school there will not only be y6ungsters
who have de 'ent skills in 'areas-iuch as reading and mathematics in the same
organizatior11 component with those with superior skills, but there will be those
who may experiencing a plated in intellectual development and those who will
never rea, an intellectual level at which they can deal with abstract concepts.

Tea*hets need diagnostic skills to determine how best to work with youngsters
at whatever level they come to their classrooms. The teacher of,seventh graders must
be a are of what differences in intellectual development mean when translated into
Ieajng activities.

Smile seventh graders will be bound, toa great extent, to activities of a Concrete
ature. iMany youngsters frvill have diffidulty -naming ways in which objectsare

similar,lunleSs these objects are physically present.. Some will be able to folloW a
series of events to its logical consequence. Still others will be capable of reversing
their thinking, altering a single event in the sequence, and determining the ultimate
result Sortie youngsters will be capable of elaborate' explanation; of events .in
reporting news or in creative writing efforts. Others will be bound to a mere
ing of!the facts, "telegraphic" style. Some will be intrigtied by questions may be
impoSsible to answer such as "What would happen if the Polar Cap should
meltT" The ability to deal with the possible is of course, dep dent upon" some
knowledge of the content being explored.

Many Seventh graders will be bound to the "here and n Differences in time
orientation are a manifestation of cognitive developme t. Some students can
develop long-range plans; others are bound by periods of from a day or two to a
week's period. This is particularly important when cont act planning is used in
school. Some seventh graders may have difficulty comp! Ong a contract, 'Intll the
night before the due date. Time orientation should also be ct nsidered when tilnning
social science curricula. Most seventh graders will have diffiL lty relating to the an-
cient Greeks and Ronians. They have greater empathy for those who.seek peade in
the Middle East, those who espouse to the U.S. Presidency in t e 1980's, and those
who fight for human rights throughout the world. Social stud s curricula should
focus on the present and recent past if early adolescents are to enefit in any teal
sense.

By the time youngsters enter the seventh grade languag pment has pro-



ceedecl to a poi t at which the vast rnajority of early adolescents have not only fairly

lafge vOcabularie but a variety Of words and expressioni appropriate, for various
social situations. y undeptand, for example, that there are certain words and
sayings appropriate fob the pier group bu'tinappropriate in conversations with one's
grandparents, clergy, or the principal of the sthool.

!Boys, in particular, are adept with argot, a form of written or verbal language
to be used with peers so that adults.will not be able to follow the'Conversations ("Pig
Latin' is a form of argot.) Once adults understand the specific argot it loses its ef-
fectiveness and a different syste'm must be devised. Many-tarly adolescents practice
until they have mastered the specific argot and are able to speak rapidly and with

inflection.
Early adolescents ordinarily' have fairly well-developed memories. A twelve-

year-old may be able to quote the position and batting average of the entire roster of
the local baseball team, though unable to. remember the names of the capitals of the
fifty states. The early adolesicent's interest in baseball players is continuing and
shareable with other youngst&s with the same interest. What twelve-year-old is con-
cerned about the capitals and how many would be interested in reciting the names?
He may also feel that he hasleasy access to this information if it is needed-,'so why

'should it be learned? (A notlialtogether invalid bit of logic).
"Intelligence" is a terra that has been used misused, and abused ad nauseam.

Psychologists and educatory appear unable to reach agreement on a-definition. Un-
fortunately, intelligence is still often considered synonymous with I.Q. Perhaps it is
easier to use a numerical figure to communicate the ability of the child to deal with
cognitive materials. At any:rate, teachers and parents should keep in mind that I.Q.
is nothing Enore than a_syMbolic representation"bf a youngster'sverformance on a
test as related to his chronological age..Quite often creative youngsters do not per-
form well on these tests Ncause they,like none of the answers given and mark4ust
any response. Although there seem to be no differences in the average I.Q. for males
and females, it has been established that the range among males is greater -than

among females.
Middle school teach6-s must be aware of many factors in planning learnin a

tivities. They must be aware of the -variations in intellectual developmeht ong
students. They must be Ale :to determine if some students have reached a ilateau in
intellectual developments, end they must determine which youngsters perform at
specific levels in the various content areas. This responsibility must be undertaken,
however, if the middle School is to function for the maximum development of early

adolescents.
This brief view ot;Seventh graders has covered their development in three broad

categories physical, emotional, and intellectual. The reader must remember that
each seventh .grader shadowed on February 17 was differeni from each other
youngster, and that each experienced that school day as a total organistri neither

entirely physical, emotional, or intellectual.
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CHOOLS
FOR THE
TRANSESCENT

It would be fair to state thit the Middle school is itself a tr4insescentits child-
hood was the early years of emerging from the junior high school organization Now
the middle school has reached self-identity and is revealing its youthful personality.
Adulthood is still a long way off, but the shape and substance of the mature beilig is

clearly visible. Like early adolescents, middle schools come in many shapes and sizes

and display all manner of behavior- In some cases the middle school is still a rather
traditional junior high school; in other instances it has fashioned a fresh approach to
educating youth in the middle school years. Many schools are ambivalent, without a

clear focus and sense of direction.
That such a condition exists is not surprising, for the entire reorganization

movement is fairly young and there have been many different and quit -diverse fac-
tors underlying' the development of intermediate education. This gee realization El p-

plies to both the junior highschool and the middle school.
. A brief review of the list and the present of the reorgnizati n movement is in

order to "'gain persizectiveiof the presentation of some generally advocated dis-
tinguisWftcharacteristics of middle school education.

Although early adolescents are different- from primary grade students on the

one hand-and full fledged adolescents of the high school 'on the other hand, they
have often been captives of -programs based upon the charactetistics of thesp other

-6c, age groups, particularly adolescents. There has been evident in our culture a
genera-trek of understanding about the period of early adolescense.

The junior high school, represents the earliest attempt to provide an organiza-
tional level specifically based on the unique nature of early adolescence. 'Unfor-
tunately, its initial birth was largely the result of an effort to introduce secondary
education earlier in the public schOol,yeart. Although'there have been many signal-

cant exceptions, junior, high schools have never been quite able to divorce themselves.

from thasimage of the high school. The label, junior high school, was unfortunate.
The school almost always adapted a senior high school type program with separate
subjects broken into 45- or 50-minute segments, the trappings of graduation, and
othec., accoutrements suceas interscholastic pep rallies, and proms. Little at-
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. tention was given to the differences betwe n the nature of the, early adolescent strug-
gling to escape childhood and the nature of the mid- and late-adolescent whose
sights are focused on employment, furth r academic 'preparation, and even mar- t.

riage.
Despqe its programmatic shortcomings and failures, however, the junior high

school expSienced substantial growth. Adminiitratively speaking, the organization
of a junior high school was often the 'test thing t do from demographic and
economy standpoints. By the 1940's the typical Al ican oschool system was
organized on a 6,:.3-3 basis, and by 1975 there were close to 8,000 such separateinter-

0 mediate institutions, mainly 7-9 schools but,wirh many 7-8 :units.
,

,, Thoughtful, junior high school educators had long been disturbed by the ob-
viousvious lings'o the institution. Concern over the appropriateo,ess of what had come
to be e typical junior high school mounted in the late fifties and early sixties but
never ' lied- into a major renaissance effort.

The middle school concept was developing during the 1960's and the middle
schbol was advanced as an alternative organizational pattern for early adolescents
by William Alexander and others.. The concept of the middle school seems to more
clearly l'ocus on the nature of the early adolescent, and more directly take into con
Sideration individual differences and individual needs. It had appeal for it was a
fresh approach and carried a new name. S8on a genuine movement was under way.
Fed by dissatisfaction with the junior.high School and a belief that young people ac-
tUally matured earlier, the movement quickly enlisted; many educators. The 6-8 and
5 8 :grade patterns were advocated as more appropriate tl1 n the 7 9 junior high
school. , .

When first counted on a national `basis, Alexander = identified,1, 011 middle
schools in 1967-68 (Alexander, 1968). Just two years later a comparable survey
revealed 2:298 middle schools (Kealy,1971). When Compton, using the same defini-,
bon, conducted a national survey

0
in 1974, she reported 3,723 middle-schools (Comp-

ton, 1976). The most recen survey was carried out in 1976 by Brooks. The number
of middle schools then ex eded 4000 (Brooks, 1978). Current "guesstimates"
place the number of middle schbols in excess of 5,000.

Paralleling the growth in numbers has been a growth in supporters. Advocates
of middleichool education can now be found in state departments, ,large public

_school systerris, independent schools, colleges of education, in foreign countries, in
PTA's, arjJ most importantly, in school faculties. There seems to be developing a
movement of sufficient size ind.statureld succeed in making basic changes in the
nature of American'intermediaie education which the junior high sehoql was unable
to do.

The schools in the sample reported on in this study were generally "news'
Schools, that is they had been organized in recent years. Almost half of the schools
had been organized three years.or less at the time I5f thestudy. On the other hand,
only twelve schools had been organized ten years or more

The organizational patterns of the Shadow Study schools were heavily weighted
toward 6-8 with almost two-thirds reporting this arrangement. Thirteen per cent of
the ichbols we e 7-8 and twelve per cent were 5-8 schools.
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DISTINGUISHED CHARACTERISTICS
OR MIDDLE SCHOOL, EDUCATION

Behind status' figures and general concepts are program characteristics
mote nearly tell what the nature oEschoolsIfor transeseefits should be liktfroM
operational and instructional Standpoint. Theie desired characteristics canin gle
ed from.,;the literature - 'and we have done that in combination with our ,own ex-
periences - as a way of developing a "yarditick" against which some iivter,Pretive
judgments, can be Made. These chuacteriitics were not, given to the obse0ersi, for
their task was simply to record what actually occurred to real seventh gracierg. They.
were given to the teacher anOysts, however, so that there might be a common wayOfi;
reflecting and commenting on the individual studies. z.

In the remainder of this chapter 'tome distinguishing characteristics of midd
school education are delineated and described. They were developed for the purpo_
of this study. The summary listing of the general characteristics and indicators alight
end of the chapter is the statement sent to the teacher analysts.

Instructional Program

Obviously, the needs of early adolescents should be considered in de'veloping
the middle school instructional program. These needs are further modified io be
consistent with the values, objectives, and needs of 'the society within which the
school exists.

The community should be considered a major resource to enrich the instruc-
tional program. Involvement should not only include typical activities such as field
trips and parent-teacher groups brit should provide for lay participation in programs
in the school and in community based instructional programs. Examples of the latter
include involvement ettudents as helpers in the local hospital and as participants in
nursing, home activities, both of which aid youngsters in understanding the in-
terdependency of various facets of community life.

Skill development does not end with the elementary years, even for the more
successful student. Early adolescents represent wide range of skill development;
some are voracious readers with an insatiable appetite for all types of reading
materials; others struggle with only the most basic materials. Some transescents are-
adept with mathematics and enjoy the challenge of air innovative instructional pro-
gram which may include fairly sophisticated programming of micro-computers;
others approach even the simpleg compusationswith- fear and trembling. Of course,
the great Majority of seventh graders fah sbrsiewhere on the scale between the two
extremes in mathematics and reading. All ho4ever, should be provided appropriate
experientes to de*velop and refine these skills. Cri addition, middle schools recognize
that other skills such as listening, ifiterviewing,, interpreting, writing, and speaking
are equally necessary parts of the instructional program

A major component of the program of many junior high schools was the provi-
sion oe exploratory experiencely-However, in many schools the range of Choices was
limited and/or designated as more appropriate to either boys or girls. Consequently,
girls were often limited to choices of home economics or art while boys selected from
industrial arts, mechanical drawing, a- art. Today's schools, in mirrikring our
modern society, recogni# the need for a wide range of options ,avaitableNto both
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zes. They also embrace the concept of exploration as a sampling of many options
in order that the individual may make more intelligent choices for future electives or
personal educational pursuits. These choices may include experiences such as per-
sonal typing, home living, industrial arts, art,. foreign languages, dramatics, and
music.

Perhaps the curricular area most vital to thet developmental needs of early
adolescence isThat of health education. At no other period of human development is
the student more aware of his or her own body, the rapid changes it is undergoing,
and the problems of managing it A health education component with its own identi-
ty rather than a rainy-day activity in physical education or as a unit in science iS
clearly recognized as a must for a good middle school.

Physical education should be required throughout the middle school. It should
include the development of skills in a variety of lifetime sports such as tennis, bowl-
ing, golf, and swimming rather than being limited to seasonal team sports i.e.,
football in autumn, basketball in winter, and baseball in the spring. A program of
intramurals should be developed through which all youngsters may have and oppor-
tunity to participate. Wide participation in intramural activites is :more Likely to
result if these are scheduled during the regular school day. Physical education is
another curricular area in which skill development should be the major focus.
Classes in this component should be no.larger than in the other skills areas suet as
mathematics and language. Serious.consideration should be given to grouping based
on, youngsters' developmental levels rather than grade designation or chronological
age.

The problems of moving froritchildhood to adolescence provide not only in-
teresting but essential curricular topics. Some of these concerns may be handled
through the focus on the individual and his changes in the health education compo
nent. Still others may be addressed through advisor /advisee counseling sessions,
through the use of realistic fiction books writtenofor or about early adolescents, or
through a contemporary social studies program. Middle school youngsters are keen-

.

ly interested in themselves and their relationships with peers as well as adults, and
even in the world at large.

,

Inktructidnal Strategies

Although the general program of the middle school may appear to be designed
for early adolescents, the activities conducted within the classroom are the major in-
dicators that a school truly embraces the middle school concept. The wide range of
abilities, interests, and needs found in any middle school classroom requires that the
teacher employ a broad repertoire of instructional strategies. Teaching in a middle

(school also calls for a keen sensitivity to b h l verbal and non-verbal cues which may
indicate that youngsters are experiencing ficulty in learning. The teacher must
then be able to select and utilize different modes of teaching when particular
students require them.

Along with a wide range of instructional strategies, extensive and varied
materials should be employed, some commercially produced, others teacher-thade,
and still others made by the students themselves. Classroom sets of a single textbook
are seldom needed at the middle school level. Instead, copies of textbooks can be



distributed Among several classrooms with the result that each instructional unit

may have a variety of textbooks designed for different levels. Learning activities
packages (LAPS), mini-courses, learning centers, and other activities can provide
diverse experiences toward the same goals learning of specific concepts or the
development of spicitic skills. Varied instructional media are now available on
several levels and may be utilizied for self-instruction as well as for group activities.

The nature of the middle school student necessitates an instructional approach
which leads to personalized assignments and activities. There may be times when the
student needs to work alone whether the activity be developmental or remedial.
At other times the activity_ may lend itself to working in groups of two, three, or
four. In still other instances the optimal group may be as large as 150 students.
Grouping for this age group must include those based oncognitive levelsin addition
to those determ" ined by similar interests, needs or even on friendship.

Many middle schools recognize that organizing the instructional day into large
block's of time -makes 'possible the integration of content areas. Educators who 41

recognize that early adolescents may not be capable of seeing refationships among
the various content fields agree that a curiieulum based on a broad-fleas or an inter-
disciplinary approach may be the most appropriate for this age group: A unified ap-
proach allows for infegration of content and demonstrates the interrelatedness of
the various fields. Most topics of interest to middts,s,thool youngsters cut across two

or more subject fields. Examples might beAmeri.ca's dependency on the automobile
iand petroleum products; recreational activities n early and modern America; or the

United States as a cultural "melting pot:'
Teaching in an integrated program for active early adolescents should be more

nondirective and action-oriented than in schools for younger children. The diversity

of student interests and needs at the middle school level also demands that many
topics be student - generated as well as student - implemented.

Relationships With Adults and ()the( Studehts

The relationship of adults and students in the middle school is best characteriz-
a as advisor-advisee rather than the parental 'posture often appropriate for teachers

of the elementary grades or the more random relationship of senior high school,
students and their teachers. Although the early adolescent may begin to view adults

in a different light than he did as a younger child, it is impefative.,,that there be at
least one adult in the school to whom the youngster can turn when he encounters
personaror academic problems. At times guidance will be on an individual basis; at

others, students will be counseled iogroups. The advisory ropy be performed by
members of an academic team or by other personnel within the school setting,

As a very social being, the transescent is concerned about membership in and
exceptance by a specific group of his peers and, once included, his strives to main-

tain his status. Physical and emotional changes experienced during these years may

cause the youngster to feel inadequate and social situations. If the school` is to meet

the needs of youngsters during the "transescent" years, there must be opportunities
for socialization, for interaction, and for shared interests. Activities shottid be'pro-
vided which will aid transescents to be more at ease and social situations.

The most important factor in the provision of a program appropriate for mid-



10fr-7 -die school -stu is is the faculty of the school. Transescents are entitled to the op-
portunity to work with teachers who understand them, who like them and want to be
with them, and who are knowledgeable about not only the specific content fields
they are assigned to teach, but Aroma the learning process as well Possessing the
depth of content required for seniof high school teaching is, not sufficient for the
teach r of the middle school years. The ultimate success of youngsters during these
ye of schooling, as well as in future actitivies, may very well depend on the quality
of interaction with teachers. An environment in which there is open and positive
feedback between teacher and student, based on mutual respect: cannot help but aid
the youngster in the development of a more positive self concept. If nothing else of
a positive natureresults from these years than the shaping of a healthy self concept
on the part of.the youngsters, then the program of the school may be regarded as an
unqualified success.

Summary

An effective middle schOol will be characterized by .many observable condi-
tions. These, distinguishing characterislics together with more specific indicators,
are set forth below. -

A. /An INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM responsive to the values, objectives
and needs of society as well as the needs of young adolescentss`

Indicators - the community is viewed as a resource and site for educational
experiences.

a comprehensive, developmental skill program
each pupil.

provided for

a full program of exploratory and enrichment experiences
stressing diversity, career awareness, individual selection, and
aesthetics is provided for all pupils.
a program of health and physical education is yailable that in-
cludes instruction in relevant health concerns, intramurals and -
,individualized physical development activities.

The personal-social concerns of early adolescents are clearly
. evident in the curriculum structure and content.

R. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATE4F1ES AND MATERIALS individualized and
personalized for each student's need's

Indicators -a variety of instructional techniques are eniployed to meet
varied needs and learning styles of emerging adolescents.
varied instructional material are utilized to accommodate
range of learning needs.

individualization of instruction is evident in assignments, ae-
- tivities, procedures, and size of groups.

block scheduling, team-teaching, or core program ar-
rangements exist which provides instruction in basic areas on a
resource, non-discrete content base.
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teaching is action oriented, manipulative, student generated in
a non-didactic mode.

C. RELATIONSHIP INTERACTIONS designed to strengthen
adolescent's social and self-awarenesi

Indicators - an advisor-adVisee relationship created by a functional home-
base or group guidance arrangement which insures each pupil
of having a knowing, supportive adult readily available.
social experiences and socialization processes are emphasized in

the program of studies and activities.
the student-faculty relationship is open, positive, and based on
mutual respect.
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HE DAY'S
RECORD:
SIX SLICES
OF LIFE

Fe ary 17, 1 dawne b k nd cold over most of North America. In
Pittsb gh and Minneapolis the temperature plummetted to 1 °. A low of 4 ° was
ecorded in Columbus, Ohio, while New. York held to 170.. In Miami Beach the

temperature dropped to a record low of 42° and left the tourists shivering. Yet, in
contrast, "sunbathers were out in' Reno, Nevada where the thermometer topped 80°.
It was partly cloudy and 320in Washington, D.C. as President-Carter created a new

y member Mental Health Commission with Mrs. Rosalynn Carter as the
onOrgry -Chairman.

More than five Million seventh graders attended school m America that day.-
They assembled in homerooms, banged their locker doors, nudged thejr friends in
the all,ll, slouched in- their seats, ran, talked, laughed, feverishly copie0 neglected
hom work, worried, combed iheir hair, and, for the most part, evidenced their en-
joYin ' of the process of growing Wand going to school.

For ne hundred of this vast army scattered throughout thirty states, February,
17 was presumably a typical day, but unbeknownst to them, they constituted our
"sample". Their activities on that school day were observed and recorded.

Reading the entire set of Shadow Studies permits one to visit one hundred
schools vicariously and "look in on some six hundred classrooms. The individual
studies are rich in detail which reflect the ebb and flow of seventh grader's day.
The authors have had the privilege reviewing the entire set of studies, Our conclu-
sions are based on the cumulative impressions derived. Likewise, members of the
Teacher Analysis Panel each read a group of approximately twenty studies. Some
biases and personal prejudices may of .course, be unintentionally incorporated in
the analyses by the panel and the authors, though all have worked conscientiously to
av "d-such. Tins chapter-will provide readers with a small sample of the raw data,

as it came to us. By perusing these entire studies, readers can draw their own
conclusions and make their own generalizations. We covet for you this _privilege.

The six studies presented are representative of the larger corpus of data with
which the writers and the teacher analysts have worked. The studies, presented in

. .
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full, have been altered onky to eliminate the possibility of identifying the actual loca-

tion; individual obiirver, or student observed.
Several criteria were used to make the final selection of the shadow studies to be

incorporated in this publication. Although writing excellence of the observer was
not.a basic criterion, it is obvious that reports of sensitivity and clarity were chosen.

The first criterion was to achieve representationreports that reflected or typified a ,

dozen or more similar accounts. Other criteria attenipted representations of a less

subtlequality and included geographic distributions,'enrollment variations, and dif-

ferent Organizational patterns.
So enter the world of the transescent through the recordings of six perceptive

observers who spent areal schoot day with six individual early.adolescents.

A thr
1200.

.T1ME

9:00

SHADOW STUDY NIIMBER 1

year middle school, suburban a

BEHAVIOR

J. leaning back in chair, talking quietly to
neighbor. Dressed in jeans and jacket,
glasses, auburn hair: fairly tall, a bit
heavy:

9:10 J. listening to two students making an
announcement regarding heart fund
bowling tournament (J. js one of about 6
in her group not'buying a lunch.)

9 :20 Seated at a table with six other girls look-
ing at the board.

9:30 Working qu
assigned-.

ly finishing seat work

9:40 Looking at board and, copying formula'
for determing volume that had been
place() at board.

9:50 Working problems from book at table as
are others. ,

Head down, pencil - and eraser in
motion (10:04 - hot, took jacket off)

,
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-B modern building; enrollment of

ENVIRONMENT

Period officially starts at 9 :00-
around much earlier enjoying social time
I'm in a ppd - 3 teachers in large area
basically- divided into .3 class groupings.
Modern, attractive, lott of evidences of
pupil projects, bulletin boards, posters,
etc. - a "lived-in" look more obvious than
an ordered look.
There are 110 seventh graders hi the
While there is considerable freedom and
some movement including quiet converia-
tion there is no "noise,'! most are In sears
organizing tviciks for the day.

This is, a math class which is grouped
generally by ability and includes some
from another pod. Large class (40 +) held
in 7th grade Commons area The topic
,deals with finding the area of a rectangle
and a parallelogranh. -
Another .group of students,' approxi-
mately 10, are working in another part of.
the Commons under the direction of a
teacher - apparently a low achieving math
group.
'Homework assignment has been given
and is being started in class.

Quiet atmosphere, most everybody work-
ing, almost no talking - problems have to
do with cubic feet.
Class had resumed work following a
general review by teacher of material she
felt needed clarification.



10:10 J. seemed to be winding up the written
work which. If not done, becomes home-
work;

10:10 J. Is writing in ttotebook as everydne
settles down to work following written
direction. on board - with oral supple-
rnent.

10:30 J. is working industriously.

10:40 6 Still working quietly.

10:50 Talked. bri
work.

11:00 en route to Media Center

y with teacher then back to

11:05 Listening to Media Speciali
project.

11:15 Still listening attentively.

Class ending, papers ng turned

Back in 7A Pod. (Will be here until 2:00
PM) One-third went to hall where science
work was headquartered, one-third is
having a spelling lesson. Vs-third Is` in
language arts area where each student is
working on his or her English notebook,
The topic - itregular verbs.

Teacher moving among the 31 studen
helping individuals.

List of "Super Spellers" on board about
10 names on list, 95 and up.

Teacher often touches as she wives
about. Students get up at will to secure
reference book or dictionary when needed

no problem.

The media specialist, at request of
teacher, had prepared .a special lesson or
project on Comparison and -Contrast.

describe Group 'meeting in a comfortable alcove -
--area with -upholsteredchairs 7_ feet up;-

relaxed but attentive.

Media specialist giving examples and,
referring to mini-unit study guide which
had ,been distributed. (Principal stopped
by and sat with the group a few minutes.)

11:23 Looking in shelves at books.

11:35 ). seated with feet up reading and review-
kng the three books she had brought from
shelves as tentative selections. '

11:45 Reading intently.

11:55 Reading - brief comment to girl friend.
12:05 Going to lunch.

12:25 In motion as she and others are getting
into their science class groups.

12:35 J. and her group (3 boys and 3 girls) are
working independently at table in pod
area.

12:45 J. &nd'her group working, some dialogue
among them:

Class moving about trying to make selec-
.

tion of books.

Most of the group have now made a selec
Lion and are scanning books.

Most reading, some quietly talking about
books with neighbors teachers and
media specialist moving about.

Period about over.

Lunch is served in Commons area using
portable equipment, disposable utensils,
and compactor. A pleasant atmosphere,
no long line or high noise level. Teachers
generally eating with pupils. Youngsters -
are seated in assigned groups (part of a
plan to mix folks and reduce cliques).

Class is organized into 5 groups (digest-
ive, circulatory, excretory, respiratory,
and nutritional). Three ,groups are
meeting On floor in large ha, two in pod
areas.

Groups are using prepared study guides,
transparencies and books. (One group is
highly involved in pricking fingers and
typing blood).



N-12:55 _J. and most of her group got up and went
over to the blood typing experiment but
soon returned to their station.

1:05 J., still with pen in hand, talks with
.teacher as her grouP discusses the bulletin
board they are planning on digestion,

1:15 Listening "loosely ".

'25 Writing in notebook - at table with live
.other girls.

1:35 In conversation with others at table,
apparently regarding the work at the
station.

: 4 5 J. continuing work in notebook though
glancing up now and then.

1:55, J. still working (though nearly everyone
else has quit and are getting ready for next
class.)

2:05 J. in locker room dressing out (she soon
appeared in jean shorts, t-shirt, knee
socks which was±'standud.")

2:15 1, and her group_s are assembled in hall
area listening to physical educatiorr
teacher cautioning about safety - prepara-
tory to going into gym.

2:25 J. is on rings - briefly.

2:35 Standing at peg board watching (had
to rope climb and had a turn there).

2:45 In girls locker room.

2:55 Sitting on stage in Little Theatre listening
to drama teacher "set the stage" for the
rehearsal - she is in 1st scene.

3:05 Sitting down front watching other actors
on stage (scene had changed).

3:15 Same as above.

3:25 Talking to me (at my request, since buses
leave right after school).

3:35 Returning to Pod.

Groups working at varying ra s or intt
sity. A

'The large group has moved into the social
studies area of the pod where the teacher
is giving directions about the day's work.
Class is organized into teams and study
stations (these groups or teams are made
up,of different students than were in the
science groups.)
The social studies activity is a mini-unit
on 'Technology as applied in Ancient
Egypt." Many materials are being used
Including, but not limited to, a textbook.
Teacher isting to several groups about
plans for to orrow.

The 71 pod has moved into Unified Arts
and Physical Education period. The 3 7A
teachers now have the remainder of their
day for planning and conferences.
Teacher is a young man dressed in color-
ful warm-up suit. Class is coed and has
already been org&nized into groups.

Each group has about 6 minutes at one
station. On whistle signal groups rotate.
Stations for 1.'s group were: trampoline,
rings, rope climb, horses, parallel bars -
_other classes also in g'ym working on
balance beam, mats. etc. Two other
teachers and a student teacher also in
large attractive gym.

About 22 kids are in this drama group
which is rehearsing the play they will put
on for other students in a couple of weeks
- a melodrama - J. had a relatively bit
part,

Interview with J.
J. was very glad to talk with me. She had been aware of my presence but did not

realize I had been keeping up with her so closely.
Her first response to the question of what she liked and would tell a new friend
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about her school wag, "the Open classrooms. " She followed that with physical
educatipn," "unified arts," and "everything."

When asked what she would change she didn't know of a thing; when pushed to
respond she finallYsaid a "selection at lunch." (They now have just one meal, 'flo
choice.)

A girl friend joined our conversation and both continued positive. When asked
if they had a personal problem was there anyone they would readily go to, each
responded with a 7A Pod teacher's name and the name of the grade counselor.
When I prompted them about whether or not, their teachers gave them "a hard
time," one said, and other agreed, "The boys hassle us, but ite teachers are
O.K." A positive comment about the media center also came out in the conversa-
lion.

All in all, it seems clear that .1
siderable pride in it.

as very satisfied with her. school and had con-

Reflections After -A pay In The Seventh Grade
j. It was a pleasant day for me and, I believe, for the 7th grader I shadowed. I

could not help but be impressed by the 'almost total absence of tension - of cat and
mouse - of hassle and yelling - that often characterizes so much of education these
days. In this middle school seventh graders could be just that - neither quiet, self-

. directed scholars nor incapable and dependent children, but the active, curious early
adolescents that they are Their social needs were easily accommodated in the group
activities. Also impressive was the absence of boredom so frequently displayed on
the faces and in the posture of youth as typical_ teachers talk, talk, talk(\

The particular seventh grader I observed was an unusually industrious and cob-
scientious student. She wamost often found with a moving pen in hand - notebook,,
book, and mind all open. She talked with peers occasionally but relatively little. She
wasted very little time, generally others conversed more and engaged in more of
those time consuming activities such as sharpening pencils and combing hair which
characterize this age iroup. These seventh' graders had considerable freedotn; but
they did not abuse. it They were surprisingly self-direclec. There was a heavy
reliance on individual and group work as techniques rather than the more common
total class work and teacher talk.

The emotional weather they operated in throughout the day was certainly "fair
and warm." Teachers were accessible and pleasant. The physical environment, like-
wise, though very much "lived-in" with examples of student involvement and activi-
ty abounding, was pleasant. The building itself, designed and constructed as a mid-

.die school, is almost utopian.
I would'hope that this middle school was.typical, bit it probably isn't. But it is,

and that is significant.
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STUDY NUMBER 2

A three year parochial middle school' located in an urban area with an enroll-

ment of 2p6 students.

TIME BEHAVIOR

8;10 Jim -ii writing piter on Confirm*
Homeroom

8:15 Jim dropped off books in Language Mt,
Music room and proceeded to Music Class. He

is listening attentively to teacher,

8:25 Same as above - attentive!

8:35 Jitn lis enthusiastically singing the school
song.

8:45 Jln is copying assignment or directions
Lang. Art_a from blackboard.

8;55 Jim has followed instructions as written-
He passed out some "pica" for teacher.

9:15 Jim is busily working on required pas and
in workbook. He walked to the dictionary
shelf tolook up a word.

ENVIRONMENT

on. Chairs arranged in groups - Teacher at
desk at side of room. Directions are being=
given for day.
Teitcher it showing students how to clip
rhythm. She is very dynamic and has all
students' interest and attention.

Same as above

General involvement of total group in
singing.
Teacher is writing on board and explain-
ing worklis students.
Teacher is passing out pacs of work, ther
is general discussions among the students.

Teacher is sitting at desk at side of room
working with one student. Most students
are involved in writing. There is some
noise as Students talk with each other and
discuss their work. They move about free-
ly.
General movement, discussion and work-
ing in room.
Teacher is talking with small group of -..

students.

9;25 Jim is working of side of teacher's desk-.
He is writing and asking her questions.

9:35 Jim is reading at his desk. He looked at
me a few times and smiled as we were
friends for the past wo. years.

Jim pass out individualized-Math folders.
He is studiously working. There is a
pleasant, purposive- manner about him
and he seems totally interested in what he
is doing.

9:45,
Math & Rel.'

9:55 lint was using an answer key to check
Math & Rel some problems.

10:05 Jim is still busily involved.

10:15 Jim asked for help as teacher dismissed
small group. He is now working a prob-
lem on the board for her to check. She is
working with him on finding the ale* of a

10:25 Jim is back at his seat. He seems so be
studying how to work a page and looks
puzzled.

There are some girls at choir, the teacher
has called for a small group with which
she is working. Other students are quietly
working on various math assignments.
Three boys just came in from a reading
class.

Teac working with another group
of stildents. Others are still working.
They are free to move about for
materials. There is definite spirit of
interest and direction on part of students.
There is no talking here as they arc all do-
ing different things. Two girls are sitting
at the same table with me but haven't
looked at me once.
Another small group is working with the
teacher at the blackboard. She is checking
to see if they are,having any difficulties
and they are free about asking questions.

Teacher is still working with a small group
and they are enjoying it. She just dis-
missed' them and called for Jim.

The teacher is helping individual students
who have questions. They just move up
as one child leaves her desk.



10:35 Jim lust walked back my way, smiled at
me and got a ruler front a drawer of math
equipment.

10:45 F Jim has one elbow on his desk and is rest-
ing his, head on, one fist- listening. to the
teacher utplain Lenten resolutions,

10:55 Jim just answered it question about why
people on opposite teams 'might shake
hands.

11:10
Homeroom ,

11 :15 Jim is enjoying, chicken & noodles. peas,
_Lunch jello and butter and bread. He Is sitting

with a group of six boys.

1.1:25

In Iran

11:35
.Science

S. S.

11:45

Would you believe it? While I was writing
in the second put, Jim left so now I am
out on the playground with the kids wait-
ing for the bell to ring.

Jim is sitting with his science project in
front of him on the desk listening to two
girls explain their projects.

Jim is sitting up straight listening to the
reports.

11:55 Jim looks at his poster now, then
Obviously in anticipation of giving his
report.

12:05 Jim is all attention and interest.

12:15 Same as above

12:25 Same as above

12:35 Jim was telling me about the tourney but
Gym had to start writing. We are pulling in to

the school (3 min. trip) (1 find the writ-
ing awfully hard because 1 want to be in-
volved and talking with the kids.)
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-
The teacher has been kept busy with
students, seeking assistance.

All students are, listening to the teacher-
who Is talking about Lent and tilt new rite
of reconciliation: About six choir girls
just Walked in. General attention is evi.
dent,

Most students art attentive arid listening
to the teacher who is doing most of the
talking at this point.

Students appear to be enjoying the lunch
break which is a very short break .as they
have only 15 minutes to eat. 1-don't know
when theyuse the lavatories. 1 had to run
there before I fated Jim over to the
cafeteria.

Most of the students are happy lookingare
are wearing blue but ns with "I'm

from _" printed them. I think
this is in honor of Catholic Schools Seek.

This is, the first traditionally arranged
classroom with the desks in rows. The
students are interested in thedemonstra-
lion about eyes Some questions are beirig
asked, e.g. "What happens when the
optic nerve is destroyed?" "How does the
image pass through the eye to the brain?"

Two cute boys are givirigtheir report on ,
tornadoes and again some good questions
are being asked.

Report on "Dreams" now. Excellent
questions and obvious interest.

We are now involved in "Finger Prints".
Students are really interested and asking
great questions.

Report is bein given on Diabetes. "What
happens if yo_ take too much insulin?"
"Is there a s diet for a person with
diabetes?" "What are the symptoms of
diabetes?"

We are listening and involved in a discus-
sion about "Lungs". I am literally
amazed at the type of questions which are
asked in this group. Almost all students
have asked questions and have listened.

We me on a bus to the gym. The girls have
gone to-Art. This group Of boys "make up
half of the seventh grade class of boys.
Boys changed in 2 min. and are ready for
the class. Gym teacher drives bus here. I
am in the middle of bouncing and flying
balls but the kids are really enjoying this...

The teacher is lining the boys- up for
calisthenics.



1:05

1:20

1:30
Back to
Science

S.S.

.1:50

2:00

-Jim is doing the nerd very well. There is a nice free atmosphere and
- respect for teacher --a woirOgnl.

'Jim is serving ball for new game called Boys are really enthusiastic and involved.

'Volkt,

' which is a combination of volley
be basketball, d kickball. (I just
noticed that Jar only black boy, in
this group.) He is ing a lot of leader
ship and Initiative in the gime.

Sarne la above

Jim seems happy and contented as he
listens to another report - thii time' about
teeth. .

Same

Game still in progress.
Boys are getting dressed again for trip (
back to Middle School. Studerits are gefg
ling ruled from the gyrn class and art
class.'

Same as above

2:10 Jim isivink his report now on l"How Air
Makes Things Go". He appears to be a
little nervous but is doing a good job in
answering questions.

I don't know Jim's reaction but that i
welcome sound. 1 am worn out!

2:20
Bell is
ringing

Intervie

Question A:

Answer:

Question B:

Answer:

A three year

Students are still showing interest in the
reports. 1 am amazed because I am so
tired and yet they seem to have so much
energy yet; They are still spilling out
challenging questions to the reporters,
However, I sense mofe restlessness than in
the earlier period.

Same as above

What would you tell a new friend atiout your school? .
"It's a friendly school to go to because its small enough that you can

sehave friends in all three grade It has the facilities needed for a good

education. It has a good athletic program. I enjoy the classes. I feel
that the one year is equivalent to more than 2 or 3 years back in

'Elementary as far as what I have learned. I seem to be getting

better."
If you could change anything about your school, what would it be,

and how would you change it?

"I would like to have the gym here but I don't know how to change

that.

SHADOW STUDY NUMBER 3

iddle school in a large city with an enroll n
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Ann sat down by herself at a sewing
machine. The teacher reminded her about
a make-up test she had to take. She re-
marked, ."Oh no, I forgot to study."

g :35 Ann is busily -studying for her test, but
shlooks up ,occasionally m listen to
announcements. She taps her pencil and
fidgets in her. chair.

.8:45 Ann is- paying close atteinion while she
and ,the rest of the class check a paper,
they did a couple of days ago.

8:55 A film is being set up and Ann is tangling
her pencil On her desk, while she looks
over some papers (studying for tIe tat).
She is cramming and occasionally says
something to the girl next to her.

9:05 Ann is watching the movie very intently.
9:15 Ann is still very involved in the movie,

sitting up-very-straight-. (She 'never took
the test.)

,9:25 Ann scared me with' a fake 'spider as
Reading walked into the room, We both laughed.

She sat down on the side of the room,
nikt to another girl. She says Out loud to
the tescher. "Hey, you wants see
something funny, look in the mirror."
The class laughs.

9:35 Ann is very involved with her Writing, but
Reading yells out, thow' do you spell

grouch?" There is some discussion and
the. teacher hands her a dictionary. She
says. "I hate dictionaries'.

9:45 Ann says something to her neighbor,
pointing tn.her essay. She begins writing
again- with her hea4 down on her desk,
stops, counts her Waite's. and continues.

9: 5 Ann has completed one page and is look-
-ing around. She adds to some of the
teasing going on, yells something to one
of tlx boys, then goes back to welting.

10105 Ann is now reading her neighbors essay
loud.

10:15

:10:25
Math

She has finished her essay and is handing
it in. Sh gathers her books together and
walks o by her' If.

The chi d is s ttingsat a table svith 3 other
students. She is checking through some -
papers, writing something on them and
keeps looking up and around - she ap-
pears confused.
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ENYIRONME

An unusual science dais whicli takes
place in the home economics room. One
teacher and 26 students, The students are
arranged around tables and sewing
machines. The classroom has a brown
chalkboard. Posters, pictures and charts
decorate the room.
The teacher gives the activity schedule
and some announcements. Then she
describes what they'will 'be doing today
in science.

The teacher is giving the answers and.
calling on students to give answers to the
questions they are checking. ,-

There is a film being set up by the teacher.
There is some quiet talking going on in--
the room.

The movie is on the sea.
The movie is still in process.

The classrooffi is traditionally arranged'
with desks in rows. There are 26stadents
and one teacher. There is an assignment-
on the board write a 200 word essay on
one of 'foUr topics.

There is a high noise level in 'this room.
Much talking between kids and kids and
and kids and the teacher. A lot of teasing
and threatening remarks. The teacher
remains most of the time at .a table, check-
ing papers.

There is a lot of commotion going on.

There is still
students hay

eat deal of talking, some
rtten nothing.

F

The bell rings, class is over.

This is a team teaching situation with two
teachers and 56 students (7th and 8th
graders). This is an individualized ap-
proach where students are in groups and
work on different activities. The room is
deccirated with posters and charts and
students' work.



Q1635 Ang is playing with some sort of lipstick.
She has her back turned to the teacher and
is applying the lipstick very secretively.

10:45 Ann Is taking a test and is now sitting at
desk. She is Very involved and not at all
distracted. She suddenly turns her paper
over and raises her hand.

10:55 The youngster has finished hey test, and.
the teacher hands her a packet. She is
looking through It writing some things
down and is very quiet. She is not smiling. .

All the 'students are` takin
room is very quiet.

11 :05 Ann calls out. "But how do we write it
Math downel. There is .no answer. May we

go?"
_11:15 Ann sharpens her pencil and goes back td

Language her seat, saying nothing.. The teacher
Arts hastelLher a test.

11:25 The child is scrataing her head and fool-
ing with her hair. She puts her head down
on the desk, and-continues writingSh'e_

_ doo not look up, or around the room.
5 Ann has finished her test and is now riacl-

ing In West Side Story. She is chewing on
dne of her fingers, occasionally glancing
out the window.

11:45 Ann is now reading a magazine, thumbing
hrough looking at the pictures. She gets

up and trades Tagazinei. She is a little
wiggly in her chair.

11:55 Ann is now on the other side of the room
talking.to another girl. They are speaking
very quietly, playing some son of pencil
game. The girl leaves the room and Ann
urns around and plays the pencil game
ith the boy behind her. They laugh out

loud.. The teacher tells them that is

enough.

12:213 Ann is walking around the playground by
Lunch herself. She stops, says a few words to a
Recess couple of girls, and then walks on by her.

self.

12:25 Ann walks over to the front of a building
that has poles for railings. She swings
around on the poles. She is by,herself. She
sits on the pole and starts putting on some
hand lotion. Two girls walk by and come
over to her The three of them sit on the
railing and are talking.

12:35 Ann is in the hallway with some other
Lunch children. They are laughing and talking
Break with one of the men PE teachers.

. 12:45 As Ann walks into the room she says hello
Area to me. She tells the other kids that I am an

Studies observer (although no one seems to know
what that is). She walks over to an en-
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The test is over. Students are moving'-
around, Involved in some sort of activity.

The class is 'traditionally arranged with
,desks in rows. There are 29 students and
one teacher. She is giving theta a test on
chapter in the book they are reading,
West Side Story. The class is very quiet.

The teacher is sitting on a window ledge
above where Mn is sitting.

The room is exceptionally quiet. The
teacker is now at her desk checking

A

This is a free time after lunch, most of the
kids just wander around the school
grounds.

This is a traditionally arranged room with
the desks in rows. There are 25 7th
graders and a substitute teacher. Ann has
been sittin in an isolation booth, a small'



closed box in the corner of the room a_ nd
sits down. She asks the substitute If she
can Sit with the-other kids' so the can see
the boards. The Substitute &aye yes. There
Is an uproar from some of the boys. They
said "that girl talks too much ".

12:55 The child is quietly copying the material
from the board. 'She continually pushes
the hair our of her eyes.

The child le still writing, working very
quietly. She is distracted by the girl sitting
2 seats awaY.' They Make faces it each
other, then go,back to work.

Ann has turned her desk around to face,.
the 2 back blackboards. She writing
and pushing the hair out of her eyes. She
has completed 2.full pages.

1 :25 Ann has a magazine and is talking with 2
other students about the pictures. She
Om the magazine back to the boy, and
continues. writing. The teacher asks if
everyone is finished..Ann says out loud,
No, I'm on nimber 4. The teacher says
for her to go ahead and finish while she
shows a filmstrip. Ann yells, OK. -

Class is almost over, and the kids are get-
ting ready to leave. Ann clowns around in
the front of the room and draws on the
rihalkboard. She yells something as the
bell rings,-and she walks out of the room.

1:40 As Ann enters the home economics room,
Home Ec she heads right forthe corner where there

is some of that plastic packing stuff with
air bubbles. She is actively popping the
bubbles. The teacher tells her to sit down.
She does so, jumping into her chair.

1:45 The child reads out loud a list from ti
hand out. She does so very well and en-
thusiastically.

1:55 Ann gets out a piecejof paper and then
jumps up to sharpen her pencil. She sits
back down and starts copying the ques-
tio s from the hdard.

2 05 is busily working on the questions.
nd answers. She understands the work.
he is very fidgety in her chair.

2:45 _n is playing with a nutrient calculator.
All of the students are involved in this ac-
tivity. Ann asked the teacher, "If we get
our work done early mad if we have some
time left near the end of school can we
make some real things?" The -teacher

answered that they may have some time
the last two weeks to do some projects.
Ann said -Oh good. I wants make a
shirt."
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enclosed cubicle in the Corner next to the
teacher's desk. This is..some sort of pun-
ishment. The child cannot see the chalk-
boards and the assignment for the day is
to copy 4 chalkboards worth of material.

The substitute walks around the room,
occasionafiy yelling at a couple of kids to
get to work.

The substitute shows a filmstrip on
Australia. No one is paying much atten-
tion, but they are taking turns reading the
captions.

A traditional home ec sewing room this is
the same room where Ann has science.
The teacher is also the same.

cher hail out two papers to each
ch0. There are about '18 girls in the
MOM.

The teacher assigns 6 questions to answer
from the board: The youngsters are to
copy the questions and then write the
answers.

The teacher left the room for about 5 in-
utes.



Reactions to the Shadow Study Day
My appearances in the shadowed student's classes were a point of curiosity, but

bytished off by the comment that I was an observer. During the day, I was mistaken
for a teacher, a student teacher, a substitute and even as a student when I mistakenly
walked into-the wrong room late, without a pass! By the third period, the shadowed
Child would answer most of the other students questions about who I was The boys
seemed much more curious about me than the girls. They were the only ones that
wanted to read what lwas writing. My presence in the classes did not seem to disturb
the normal activities or the ribrmal behavior of the shadbwed student.

There were two areas that stood out mostly in my mind about the child's day.
The first was how much. writing she did in one day. Most of it being copying things
from the boad.

Theother thing was how the role of the students in most classes was a passive
role. The kids seem to spend most of their time either reading or writing, very
seldom talking or discussing. The lack of verbal communication between kids and
kids and teachers and kids was disturbing

My observations of this child indicat hat a child's behavior is certainly dic-
tated by the environment. In the classes where there was structure and little freedom,
the child behaved as the norm, quiet, still and diligently working. In the classes
where there was more freedom and where the noise level was higher, the shadowed
student was more talkative and more open.

In all six classes the student did all of her assigned work and in two of her
classes (5th and 6th periods) sheenthusiastically volunteered to read aloud, and did
so quite well I did n witness any abnormal or troublesome behavior in the stu-
dent.

The child did seem to be somewhat of a loner and maybe could use some
friends, both teachers, and students. This student demonstrated a need for more ac-
tivity Or exploratpry based classes. She has no PE this semester and even her home
economics class was a pencil and paper die.

I did come home after this day feeling rather depressed, I would not want to be
a 7th grader in that school. I also felt like kidnapping the young girl to show her that
life and school can be fun and that I would be her friend. It was an enlightening ex-
perience for me.

Interview with Shadowed Student

A. What would you tell a friend about your school?
"It's boring. Everytirne you fell a teacher something, they get hysterical, they
have a cow. It is no fun. But it is better than elementary school. I like it here ok,
I guess. Teachers are all right. I really like and becadse they like
to kid around With you and they don't get real mad. I like the teachers that are
nice to you, you know like friends."

B. If you could change anything about your school, what would it be and how would

you change. it? .

"I wouldn't have anymore swats! *Swats aren't fair, like if you get in a fight, or
when you ditch. But sometimes you're not even ditching and boys aren't really
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fighting, they're just.fooling around. And that is just the way boys are. If I
the principal, I would call the parents if the students were bad, I wouldn't use
swats. I got a swat once for being late to class. They thought I was ditching but I
wasn't: I loSt mrearring and i couldn't find it. nd"my mom would really get
mad if I lost it I don't get swats at home, they just throw me around.
if I were principal I would have PE for everyone, all the time We should also
get rid of math. I hate math!

Swats refers to paddlings. There is corporal punishment in these schools. In
this school it is administered by the principal. In many schools it is the job of
the Assistant Principal, but in this school the. assistant principal is a woman, so
the principal ifindles discipline.
When I explained to the child what I had been doing all day and the purpose of
the research, she had great fear her mother would read it She was somewhat
embarrated about her behaviol_sse ci ally when I asked her about the punish-
ment b in her fifth period c At the conclusion of the interview, she
thought maybe she was a pretty important person. She said she would like to
read the research when'it was finished and that it was a good thing for teachers
to know more about kids. Then they would not get hysterical! She did say that I
should have told her in the morning what I was doing because then she- would
have been better. She understood when I explained she might not have then
been herself! She was a very perceptive and like ble youngster, and very
cooperative.

SpADOW STUDY NUMBER 4

A 5-8 middle school located in a city_ , with an enrollnient of 950 students.
BEHAVIOR ENVIRONMENTTIME

8:20

8:30

8:40
Gym

8:50

9:00

Kenny was the class runner for his Home-
room. Seating arrangements placed him
at the front of the room.

Kenny talked quietly with his seat mate.
Others were quietly talking. He par-
ticipated in the class pledge,,

Subject was the first one out of home-
room going to gym. Was the first one to
get dressed and get the first game ball.

Passed game balls to other students, very
active, appears to be a leader in this class.
Gave directions to other students - was
gym teacher's helper.

Taking turn at shooting foul shots. Is
cooperating with one other student
assigned to throw balls back to subject.
He listens intently to instructions from
teacher and appears to want to be the first
in action.

A typical classroom, chairs in rows
across. Teacher standing at desk. Home-
room is detached from main building and
gym. Students have to go outside for gym
and regular subject classes. -

Gym was divided into two parts. One for
foul line shooting of baskgtball, the other
equipped with a trampoline. Included
among staff were two P.E. teachers and a
health teacher.



9:10
Gym

Kenny went in
part of total gym i Took his
Wide beside tra_mpolin>t for tick safetylOf
participating students. Is listening to in-
strucdems from teacher. Gives directions

.,- to other students... waiting his turn.

9 Takes his turn on trampoline. Does very
poorly. Appears to be uncoordinated.
Rushes to change clothing, First to lead
other students to 2nd period class.
A selected stoup of students were, chosen
to put sentences on board. Subject's work
was not selected. He quietly observa
other students.

9i33 Other *indents- are volunteering for
scilv119. Kenny has not volunteered.

9:45 Appears to be mentally involved. Has his
homework before him. Has not respond-
ed yet, and seems to be getting restless, Is
tilting his seat backward.

9:55 When called upon, he did not know what
the question was about. Teacher had to
comment about him talking to seat mates.

10:05 Teacher had to wain him twice about
leaning back in seat.
Subject -- -is not actively engaging In
classroom discussion, has made no corn-
menu.

10:25 Kenny is doing the written work required
of -him. This work is a chapter end ten.
Had to sharpen pencil.

9:20

9:25
English ,

10:30 Turns in written work. Observer will
follow-up subsequently.

10:30. Changiof class.

10:35 Class is preparing for a alilack History
History Week" play. Subject does not have a

part.
He is quietly observing other students
rehearsing.

10:45 Teacher encouraged subject to join the
chorus for the play. He is actively par-
ticipating in singing.

10:55 Practice continues. Subject continues to
take part.

11:05 Kenny answered a question and made a
History nice comment regarding play procedures

for March 3. 1977. Made it yoluntarily.
First comment in class since gym. .

11 :15 Appeared to have gained recognition in
previous suggestion. Other, students Aw
pear to be more favorably inclined toward
him.

..

11:25 Change of elem.
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Classroom is in main building-chain are
in two rows with four desks/each.
Teacher is walking around room selecting
papers for demonstration purposes. -
Teacher his good 'classroom management
and rapport withiher students... r

Teacher has had an opportunity to allow
all students in the elms to-respond.

Classroom arrangement is the same pat-
tern as previous classroom.

Typical conventional classroom. Students
come here before lunch to leave books..
They return 'after lunch for math. One



Subject is lining up or lunch.

Subject is quietly .talhilla with Maid* is
the lunch line.

11:45 Kenny is eating lunch quietly. Has been
quiet all clay.

11:55 Continues to eat, there it no loud talking
but soft communication with friends.
Finishes and takes tray to disposal unit
and returns to math class:

.12:00 Teacher gives Kenny some coloring
Math material fora project. Coloring dpsigns

on book covers, P

12 :1t Continues to color. Is visiting _friend
across room. Talking quietly. -

12:20 Continues to color. .

12:30 Kenny is now wArkine with his friend on
block building. Other students are observ-
ing. Period appears to be more of a work.
sludy project situation thin a class.

12:40 Preparing to attend assembly program.
Returns to Homeroom.

12:45 Kenny leads other students to the 'Awn-
bly program.

12:55 Subject Is waiting for the program to
begin. Talks quietly with friends.

1:05 Kenny is watching the performinde. Ap-
pears to be enjoying same.

1:15 Continuing
1:25 Continuing
1:35 Continuing
1:45 Appears to be getting bored. Slipping

down in sett. Squirming, becoming

1:55 ' Appears to be asleep
2:05 Is paying attention now Play is filled with

action, and he appears to be more involv-
ed with it.

2:15 Continuing
2:20 Play concludes, writer requested the

teacher to send Kenny to the office.P.

h rooni lendi itself to good manage-
PrinCipals and associates are

cooperating with teachers In good super;
vislom

'A typical lassroo Very colorful with
math objes and other designs,

is unusually we
vey comfort

2:25 Subject was Interviewed by this writer,
and was dismissed from the interview at
2:45 for Homeroom and bus.

Summary
The Shadow Study Project allowed me an opportunity to get into the

mainstream of academic concepts and procedures as these relate to the 10-14 year
old students. It allowed me an'opportunity to make a time and initiative study of this
group, and observe the reactions in peer group social and educational relationshiim.
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/It prosided the with additional information in assisting the 10-14 year old pupil to
-become aware of themselves physically,-emotionally and socially. The physical set-

ting of the school, and the cIassroom techniques employed by each of Kenny's
.teachers were conducive to a non-threatening environment. Whereas the subject did

not overtly respond to all-of the questions, this writer believes he gained more than
was observed by his attentiveness in class. The teachers created a pleasant at-
mosphere for learning, and gave each child an opportunity for self-expression.

He became bored, however, without his math and science classes, as was evi-

dent by his actions in the assembly program (slipping down in his seat, sleeping,

etc.). Whereas, the Middle School Philosophy denotes all inclusive activity orienta-
tion, the break in the academic routine was a complete waste for him. He par-
ticipated actively and passively in classes adequately. 'He has good peer and teacher

rapport and responded well to the calm academic environment. He did not respond
orally to many of the questions asked; however,' he did not appear apprehensive
about written testing. He came prepared to his classes, was on time leadinLmost of
them), and was extremely cooperativeihroughout.

It was a joy to have this type of educational involvement,

Student Interview

The following is suggested in response to questions asked:
I. What would you tell a new friend about your school?'
Answer:, would, tell them that this is a good school because

a. Teachers discuss things with 'students.
b. If they think you have a problem, they will assist you.
c. They will stay after school with you and help you make up assignments,

or work on new ones,
d. They are honestly concerned about our welfare.-

2. If you could change anything about your school, what would it be and how would

you change it?
Answer: "There would be nothing I would change about , Absolutely

nothing.'

SHADOW STUDY NUMBER 5

A 7-8 middle school, located in a large city, with an enrollment of 420.

TIME BEHAVIOR ENVIRONMENT

7:45 Quiet activity of arriving students, at
Halls lockers, talking. No obvious running nor

pranks.

7 4K Marilyn listened, with her head leaning on Te;ieher oriented me to where Marilyn
Flume rm her aria. She did not talk while others would sit. Desk/chair units were in rows.

made announcements. Seemed content I asked a student where I might sit. "Sit
with life. # seat., Ile has tonSilitis. Ile gave

it to his desk." (ha, ha)
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7:55 Probably more .so than the others, she Teacher raised voice to shout some an-
seemed resigneQo being in school and to nouncements. Warned about paper cups
what was going on around her for bottled water in regular fountains.

Students freely hub-bubed comments,
though they sat at their desks after settling
in. They semi-listened to announcements
over PA system by a student.

The principal walked in at one point and
no notice was made by students.

Again, reasonably quiet movement of
students, some stopping at lockers, get-
ting a,drink from the novel water bottles
and paper clips, scurrying to find friends
or clarify what schedule and group
theirs for the day:

The room was narrow and long, with
teacher's desk at front and student desk -'"
tables which could seat up to 87dround
them.

8:00

8:05
Halls

She found an apparently close girl friend
in the hall, semi-animatedly talking with
her and sticking close together, going into
next class, then out when nothing yet
seemed to be happening then returning.

8:07 Marilyn and a friend, once back in the
room, quickly sat down at a rear table and
got work materials out.
Like most, she was not quite in gear for-
work, but she made motions expected of
her, without teacher motivation.

8:10 Marilyn asked thre lead teacher something,
which proved to be asking to, go to the
library. She was back in 3 minutes. There
was some friendly hitting among the three
at her table. Then two more girls came
and sat there.
She finished her spelling book exercises,
put her paper away and put her time in
appearing to read but not really mentally
engaged. Talked with her friends at the
table.

8:20 Marilyn was eager to answer my ques-
tions. Said she liked the new social studies"
book and liked her school. Said they were
finishing spelling and answering questions
from new social studies book.

8:30 She went with her girlfriend to her locker.
Halls Class Put books away. Then she went directly

Change to her seat in home ec., her' next class.

8:35 Marilyn immediately sat down at the end
Home Ec. of one table, with same girl friend.

She listened very cat billy and was very
quiet.,

8:50 She got right at her written assignment.
While working, she whispered wsentence
or so.

9:00 She was very much interested in handling
items in the kitchen until she took India-

There were 24 students scattered around.
some alone, some in groups of 3 Jo 5.
The atmosphere was free, with much talk-
ing. At the beginning some milled around
the teacher's desk, talking to him, getting
papers with socials studies' questions.
One teacher brought in a -typewriter to
make a ditto.
The social studies teacher did what teach-
ers think they should do for visitors - gave
me a detailed explanation of texts 'and
work books. During this, students talked
on and did their "written work ".
With the free study atmosphere, it was
convenient for me to circulate, and I
asked many students (so Marilyn would
not suspect singling her Out) what they
were doing.

Same businesslike passage, with no bells.
A minimum of running around.

The home ec room was set up for sewing
and cooking. The twelve girls-in the class
first sat very quietly and attentively at
tables listening to a substitute reading
aloud to them about table setting. Then
she read the directions and the questions
they were to write answers to. Finally, one
girl asked what page she was on - had
given wrong one.

All obediently, silently wrote requested
answers. When most were. through, she



9:28
Social
Studies

9:40

10:04
Break

10:10
Social

Studies
coned

10:27

five to do the wattling in her Learn and
worked industriously all the time.

Marilyn went directly to hei next dais.
Another girlfriend came to her door to
talk with her which they did, briefly.

Marilyn sat waiting, obediently. As she
sat, she seemed to have her_rnind on the
hall, as she sat in a front seat,- facing the
window overlooking the hall.

She seemed to listen (secause she felt. she
was supposed to. Her mind appeared to
be engaged perfunctorily. She dutifully
took notes. One would guess she is a neat
legible writer.

Marilyn went out into the -hall with her
friend and waved to someone there,
through the window of the next class. She
stuck with one girl all the time. They went
with the crowd to the bottle of drinking
water.
They came back to class. Apparently see-
ing nothing happening Yet, they went
back out to the hall. Went into the girls'
lavatory and sprucedup .at the mirrors.
Then they went back to class.

Marilyn Sat.
She propped her paper of her already
written answers by her book, looking at
them.

Marilyn sat through it: She did not turn
around. During the story she was passive.
She leafed through her book.
Marilyn answered her question, which the
teacher said was correct, but went on to
tell her to add something. She nodded
acceptance, seemingly not threatened.
When hub-bub of class occurred over
"gory" story, she talked to her friend at
other end of table over something else.

10:35 She was not distracted by her table mates'
playing with coins and pencils. She looked
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told them they could go look over the
kitchen areas. In 3 self-made groups they
tentatively poked around. Teacher laid,
when one asked, they could wash utensils
in cupboards, which they happily did.
End of class!

Another girl asked me what my schedule
was, wishing I'd go with her next, Most
students were kind and un-self-conscious.
The school conveyed an atmosphere of
enjoyment of being there.

Class was slow in starting, as both teacher
and students were easy-going. 24 students
met in the same room that Marilyn was
in at 8:07.
The teacher announced a text for the day,
urging students to listen carefully. He told
them to take notes on the film on "clim-
ate" which he proceeded to show. During
the film, the teacher stood by the projec-
tor or at the back of the room,
talking...Students swivaled around to
look. Some paid attention. Some pretend-
ed to. Same few asked dutiful questions.
The teacher asked named students ques-
tions and'ispeated their answers and spell-
ed words fr rn the film for them. He talk-
ed on and on. Teacher said to class,
"You'd better watch film. You won't
learn anything out there." (hall)
Others seemed to be doing about the same
thing.

The teacher handed out sheets of study
questions. Then he stopped and called on
Bob, who had figured mileage in each
latitude. No one especially followed, but
they sat. The teacher told him, "I'll give
you something extra for that.-
Teacher told a story about a man who cut
trees' with a diamond saw. He stood at the
back of the room, talking to the backs of
the students, who were not much
interested.
Teacher called on Marilyn- (and others)
for thswers on their papers. He did not
add to anyone else's.

Continuing oral checking of answers nn
sheets.



down at her book. Seemed comfortable in
her own_world.

10:41 Marilyn went directly to this class, next
Math door.

She got her independent workbook from
the cupboard, sat down, and neatly
printed her work on the answer sheets.

10:50 She continued steadily working even when
re ptl beside her talked to her.

11. she asked teacher for help. She
turned in her book and papers and then
sat. Ohl beside per talked. Marilyn put
her arm on her head.

Marilyn did more listening and PE-ing
Lunch than talking. She was not outgoing with

the group, but she obviously enjoyed
being with them. After eating, she and her
best friend roamed the hall and g_ym,
briefly *etching games.

11:50
TA"

(Team A/C
actually
Study
Time)

Marilyn sat behind another girl.
She wrote something for a while, which
appeared to be letters in code.

12:00 She was the most animated during the day
at this time.
She talked with Tina.

12:35
English w

Marilyn was dependably in her seat,
waiting for the others to be ready.' She
had chosen a back seat in the corner.
She sat. Looked at her fingers, casually.
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Math was taught entirely as independent
study, with no class instruction. Students
worked through books, asking teacher
help only when needed.

The math room served also as the cafeter-
ia. Other 7th graders came in. Juke box
not playing that day. A group of 8, in-
cluding Marilyn, sat together, and I
joined them and was included in the con-
versation'which was about the 'food and
horse-tiding and weather.
After lunch, students wandered to the
gym, to rest rooms, in halls.

Three teams of students met in two
rooms, with dividers open, with two of
the team teachers present, circulating, and
somewhat raising voices to urge that work
be done. It was explained as a time for do-
ing any assignment in any subject, take
make-up tests, and then you could do

\what you wanted. Some played cards. All
Talked freely. One student pronounced
spelling words as a make-up test for about
5 students. One or two read a book. some
boys played with the drinking cups as
dunce cups and put tape on mouths. The
teacher talked some away from the water
bottle in the hall back into the room,
where they sat, joking.
Desks were mostly in rows, though some
were pushed close or turned to.face each
other. One boy, trying to read, when I
asked if he thought they had too much
study time, said he could not have too
much, as he could get assignments done
and not have to take work home. He also
said there were no serious trouble-makers
in 7th grade, maybe because of the
neighborhoods they came from. It ap-
peared "chaotic" to me, with too much
time on their hands.

The room dividers were closed, and this
class met in one side. Marilyn sat in the
same seat. This room had also been her
home room. Desks were movable and in-
dividual, in traditional rows.
Teacher had to work to obtain quiet.
There was a big space between her at her
desk and the front row of students. She
moved to a stool closer to her class.



12:50 Marilyn handed in her paper as assigned
and called for. Passed it to girl ahead in
her row.

12:55
English
coned

Marilyn leaned forward to talk to girl
friend, covered by the confusion of
assignment of parts for reading. She did
not raise her hand to volunteer, and, of
coure, was not chosen.
During the reading, she followed her
script, placidly.
She put her hands in her book and talked
to Berta as the play continued.

1:10 Marilyn sat in back corner with her team
Science of two other girls.

Her face expressed concern and dismay
when the teacher told about another
group, using straws, had found the weight
of their bridge was very high. (Marilyn's
group had been experimenting with straws
to build their bridge.)

1:30 Her gratin worked with straws, glueing
and talking about it. They didn't make
much progress, bud fiddlingly tried.

1:40 Marilyn stayed patiently, happily, with
her group.

2:15 She was very much surprised and obvious-
ly very pleased when she learned she had
been randomly picked to "shadow-. Said
nothing like that had ever happened to her
in her life.

2:33 Marilyn beamed with joy.

end of Marilyn went off to bus bubbling.
school day
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Teacher led a discussioa of a story and
words in it. Apparently she had asked
them to write answers to questions at the
end. There were groans when reminded to
have written work.
Paperback magazines were handed out
fo'r reading a play_ .

Teacher: "The last class didn't get
through this. I don't know if you can or
not. Probably not.-
Characters chosen: "Who wants to be

?" Many hands waxed excitedly.
The class followed the reading with in-
terest. To me, it was not a very interesting
nor challenging play. The lucky partici-
pants merely read, from where they sat.
Class members helped when a student
stumbled over a word or missed a cue.
They did not finish. They gathered up the
booklets in a flurry and moved to the noxt
class.

Recognizable as a science room by
leacher's instruction table and a few
charts.
The teacher, with great enthusiasm, was
pushing them hard to build a bridge in a
contest - lightest weight to bear load.

Groups of 2, 3, or 4 around the room
made attempts to build bridges. Some
moved around, weighing a paper straw or
crowding around the teacher's testing of
bridges. He kept pounding at them to
lighten their weight and strengthen their
supports "Today's work is crucial."
"Bill wanted to talk with me. He likes his
school. New. Has equipment like video
tape. Would change some teachers to
"not so grouchy; more human-. Would
irnprove the air conditioning and build
tennis courts. He would change the
grading. They send failing notices every
41/4 weeks. He is "seeking to find
himself.- Said his dad is smart. 1 was told
later this boy is a learning disibility stu-
dent. He didn't appear so.

1 asked her if she'd come tell me about her
school and we took chairs to the hall.

briefly explained to the class what I had
bein doing all day and thanked them all
and Marilyn (publicly), congratulating
them on their school.



Description of observed student: Marilyn is an attractive girl, neat, clean. She
wore new blue jeans, a red, white, and blue knit blouse with cap sleeves with a navy,
knit under-blouse, with short sleeves (despite the snow and cold weather and sup-
posedly turned-down thermostats to save fuel). Around her neck was a chrome silver
pendant in the shape of a dollar sign S. She wore socks and navy blue sneakers. Her
hair was dark brown, long to her shoulder blades. She had painted her finger nails
blue. Obviously she was well-groomed.

Outwardly, she appeared to be placid, accepting, self-secure, obedient. In most
classes, she slumped on the end of her spine, at a slant away from her desk.

The adjective best describing Marilyn is the one she repeatedly used -about
others in our interview at the end of the day (and reflects the truth that the way we
describe others contains the essence of our being, perhaps more than theirs) -
"nice". She is a nice girl, in every complimentary sense of the word.

End -of -day interview with Marilyn
What, would you tell a friend about your school?

It is nice, I like it.
Why? We have our own lockers.

It is a better school.
Why? It is little, not huge.

The teachers treat you not like a little kid.
We can be free, like at lunch time.
We have only three main classes, not many classes.
I like the way the teachers teach.

If you could change anything about your school what would it be and how would'
you change it?

Have vending machines for candy.
Have more room.
Have nicer students.

How? Well, be nice to them and maybe they'd be nice.
Get students to be nicer to teachers.
Not have teasing. I don't like teasing.
I like my team of teachers. Glad I have them.
I don't like the other team.

What is the most important thing in your life?
. Friends.

About how many friends do you have?
10 But one best. We go everywhere together.

When are you most alive?
When I am visiting my 'friends.
When I am at home, with friends.

What do you like to do best?
Go with my friend and her dad when he comes to take her places every week-
end. (I gathered he has visiting rights as divorced)
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iff/r0 is your family?
Two Orents, 1 brother, 4 step brothers and sisters.

Whom are yoti closest to?
My room.

Who understands you the besi?
My girl friend.

What did you like best about school today?.
Having you visit as an observer, even before I knew you had picked me.

What do you think you learned, and what did you like in your classes today?
Looking at the kitchen in home eel
Watching the movie in social studies..
Looking over English written work.
Making bridges in science.

Not Like:
just sitting, sitting, listening, sitting
liked all of it

What made you the happiest?
Being picked to be observed.

Next to that, in your classes?
I was proudest to hand in my English assjnrnent.

What do you like about your teachers?
They are nice.
They are not strict.

What do you wish they'd do differently?
I wish-they'd let us talk more.

What do you mean?
I mean, let us do things and talk more about our class work inste d of listen-

ing.
Let us enter into it.

How would you describe yourself_ ?
A nice girl. Nice.
I don't like for boys to call me names.

Do you mind telling me what you wrote in those notes you passed today?
0, I don't mind. I said, "Call me" "Come over"

Our time is up. Is there anything you'd like to add?
I'm glad I g?t this school
les best because it's nice.

Summary of my reactions

First, thank you for a new experience. Although I have observed in many
schools and classes, it has been general. I have seen the scope of student response (or

reaction!) and have identified with teacher success or failure to communicate, but

this time I tried to put myself fully'into ONE student, seeing through her eyes, walk-

ing everywhere she did, and feeling how she might feel toward what was happening



to her in her school day. The teachers didn't understand why I turned down their in-
vitation to eat lunch with them for choosing, instead, the "Noisy- student lun-
chroom. And I also wanted a girl so I could follow all student steps, even into the
restroom and P.E. lockers! the process, I found a new friend. Marilyn and I hope
to continue occasional contacts. In fact, I am excited about a kind of f011ow-through
study to see if any change might occur in Marilyn's life as a result of this day of
shadow, study. .

Her school records show her to be,a low-ability, low-graded (many D's and F`s)
student. The initial disappointment shown when I pulled her name indicated her
school image:, I -believe that like many average-ability, "nice" students,, she has
been catergorized, labeled, and put in her place without hope of challenging and
e-ducating latent ability within he, Being docile, she does not object to,the system
and will probably become an average American citizen, obedient to that system,
unless too much bottled-up resentments emerge in later teen-age years or later life
relationships.

From her conscientious paper work (her security), her correct verbal answers,
her confident manner and tone of voice when she did speak, her ability to see a task
and do it, her healthy relationships and normal desire to be with friends, her self-'
reliance in quietly completing assignments, her acknowledgement of need to ask for
teacher help when appropriate, Marilyn exhibited more than I heard her school giv-
ing her encouraging credit for either to me or, more importantly, to her.

It all puzzled me. Here is a middle school, recognized as superior. The principal
is a fine administrator - visionary of all good -concepts, an implementer par ex-
cellence by choosing capable middle school oriented teachers and overseeing the
construction of a flexible physical environment. The students are content and say
they like their school. The atmosphere is easy-going. There were no obvious severely
misbehaving pupils. The words were right. The community seems pleased. The
teachers like their jobs.

Yet, I saw Marilyn and all the other Marilyns - sitting through a teacher's
reading the text to them; sitting through 30-40 minutes of study hall (albeit called
"Team Area"); writing routine answers from questions at the end of the chapter or
filling in work sheets; sitting watching a film and taking notes with no discussion;
listening (?) to a teacher talking to their backs from the back of a room; doing math
papers alone with the only incentive being, "Hurry up-; and finding simple joy in
being allowed to read from their seats, volunteering for parts, a dull play_ , or cutting
up straws to build a paper bridge - for what, really?

The only tentative answer I have is that thei, have gone farther than many
school in providing an atmosphere for learning with a fine physical plant. They
have l7oncept beyond question and what research recommends. They have a-facul-
ty interested in persons and teaming together in productive schedule planning (day
by day). They have a principal who has set the scene and trusts his staff. They have
gone this far, nd it is great. The students have caught an inkling, of this and are
responding because it is better than what they have had. The variety each day of
their schedule, arranged by the team of teachers (and they do this well), keeps the
students interested and alert.

The next step, the missing one, is the crucial one. It seems to me to be the great
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leap of teacher improvement in teaching skills, the leap of faith to let students do
their own learning, to participate in the process. This is what will make the dif-
ference. For how many Marilyns will it be too late?

SHADOW STUDY NUMBER 6

A 6-8 middle school, located in the outskirts of a large city, with an enrollment
of 840 students.

TIME BEHAVIOR ENVIRONMENT

8:15 Got instrument from storage, put toget-
Band her Visiting with students in her section.

Warm -up practice.

8:25 Got up to front' of room, tossed note to
fellow classmate.

8:35 Playing with band

8:43 Playing with band

8:55 Listening to teacher explanation re:
tempo

9:05 In locker room dressing
- PE

9:15 Sitting on floor combing hair

9:25 Head in hands - taking written exam on
volleyball and re-viewing responses

9:35 Kneeling on floor, combing hair, talking
with volley ball team members which have
been selected by student captain

9:43 Served ball, disgusted when teammate did
not hridle return - demonstrated wrist ac-
tion to another teammate

9:55 Grimacing at consecutive loss of points
-"coaching" teammates who missed
point's

10:05 ,Playing on net an straightening her hair

10:15 In shower room

10:20 Throwing sponge erasers at math class-
Math mates from front two desk

10:30 Assistance from teacher in working pro-
blems in math packet

10:40 Explained to shadow observer the pro-
blems she was working on in the packet

1.13:50 Continue individual work in math packet

11:00 Checking work with answer sheets

11:10 Working on packet

11:20 Working on packet

11:25
Soe. Stud.

Teacher visiting-with students, wrapping
up previous stage band practice.

Teacher Making announcement
"Master band" try-outs
Teacher conducting with emphasis on
drums

Teacher conducting with emphasis on
flutes and tuba

Teacher instructing re: tempo & volume
of specific sections 4

Taking roll

In gymnasium

Instructor supervising selection
ball teams by student captains

Teachers supervising in hall

volley

Teacher at desk helping students as they
identify problems with math packet pro-
blems

Individual work - quiet relaxed class at-
mosphere. Was seated somewhat isolated
from dais because boys sitting nearby
"bugged her'"

Writing in another student's autograph Typical social stud'
book. Waiting for class to start taking roll
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:35

1 1 :45 Looking at filmstrip and listening to stu-
dent responses to discussion questions

11:55 Volunteered short answer to teacher in-
quiry

12:05 Working on homework - discussing a
question with girl across aisle

12:15 Work sheet - discussing a question with
neighbor

`12:25 To locker, then to lunch line
12:35 Eating lunch

12:45 On playground with ends; being chased
by 2 boys

1:05 To classroom with friend - happy, comb-
Science ing hair, offered chair to observer

1:15 Visiting with neighbor, observing guinea
Pig

1:25 Working on test
1:35 Workini on test
1:45 Working on test comparing answers with

neighbors

1:55 Review exam - complete items not
answered initially

2:05 Last second entry to room then review
Reading of materials

2:15 Watching with dismay as boys run up
score in spelling baseball game

2:25 Pondering the spelling of words
specifically "dodge"

2:35 Desk - work sheet identifying main idea,
answering details, vocabulary and
thought questions on a previously read
story

2:45 Still with work sheet
2:55 Volunteering during class discussion

Responded to opinion and value question
when called upon by teacher

Class discussion with teacher asking ques-
tions as introduction to new unit on food
and population

Teacher circulating in class answering
-individual questions

Teacher - routine attendance activities

Class review prior to test - student ques-
tions: teacher response

Opening of class activities - roll, prep for
class discussion and review

Quiet, teaching pronouncing spelling
words and using in sentence

Quiet, work-like teacherssistance as re-.
quested y

(

Teacher-led discussion of worksheet
questions

Student Interview
What would you tell a new friend about your school?

The student responded by saying that the .school was too big, although the
facilities were good and provided them with opportunities that she did not have in
her previous school (which was a small rural school). The teachers are nice, helpful,
and provide her with assistance in coping with academic problems which she may
have. She has had to work harder than she did in the smaller school that she attend-
ed previously. In her former school, she was in one classroom all day long. She does
not like the current procedure of changing rooms and classes for each subject. In ad
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dition, she does not feel that there is sufficient passing time (they have five minutes).
She likes having her own locker in her new school. The hot lunch program is a new
program for her. She likes the, lunches and enjoys the company of her fellow
classmates during the lunch hour. She has had no difficulty in making friends. She
likes the students with whom she attends school, thinks they are nice and enjoys
their company. She is particularly impressed with the quantity and quality of the AV
materials which are available in this school. She feels it helps in her studies and in
her learning experiences. Anqther thing which she likes are the athletic programs
available to girls. She participrates to the extent possible.
If you could change anything about your schoolwhat would it be and how`would
you change ,it?

She would like to make it possible to stay in one classroom all day. She would
also like to see students allowed to leave the school grounds for the lunch period,
whether they have a lunch pass or not.-.Another change she would like to make is a
smaller school. Having come from a small school of under 100 students, a school of

850 seems large and imposing to her. Although she has friends, there is an imper-
sonal quality generated by size alone. She would also improve the athletic fields by
putting a track around the practice field. Track is one of her favorite sports and a
track would enable her to follow this pursuit under more favorable' conditions.

Reactions to Shadow Study

We do put students through quite a routine each day and our expectations of
them are equally high. A considerable am'ount of time, energy and money are ex-

pended on behalf of the students for theserious business of education. Yet within
this serious vein, school can be fun and students demonstrated it throughout the
day. This particular student seemed to respond more positively in those class settings
where expectations were clearly delineated by the teacher and maintained in a firm,
relaxed and humane manner. In situations where the expectations were not clearly

defined, our student (and others) were riot as task-oriented. Students of middle

school age are,at greatly varying degrees of development and maturitysocially,
psychologically and intellectually. This fact is recognized by the students themselves
and adjustments are usually made in the class in the social settings by the student. In
this particular case, school was a learning experience to our subject, but it was also a

fun experience. The learning process was enhanced by previous planning which had
been done by the teaching team. This team planning tied terms, concepts and
knowledge together across academic lines and served to reinforce the learning in.
each specific area. I think that the student not only recognized this integration,ibut
seemed to appreciate it. Further, it seemed to help the students as they tried to learn
by applying knowledge from other areas into the subject matter at hand. I enjoyed
the day and felt that this student and most others are appreciative of the efforts to
provide them a quality education. It goes without saying that (in general) they are a
gregarious lot who enjoy their schooling experience.



THE MIDDLE
SCHOOL IN
ACTION:
AN -ANALYSIS.

Readers who have vicariously visited the six schools, presented in the previous
chapter have undoubtedly already formulated some tentative geneializatisins and
conclusions. This chapter presents the analyses of the authors based iinittelding of
all the studies together with the judgments of the Teacher Analysis Panel. It also in-
dudes considerable supporting interpretations from the -"shadowersthemselves.
The analysis follows the format of the list of distinguishing characterthtics that was
presented in Chapter Three.

Neither the panelist the "shadowers," nor the writers claim profound objec-
tivity in matching what they read and saw with the characteristics of middle school
education. This study communicates professional impressions as much as hard data
The reader may not agree that a particular quotation relates to a middle school
characteristic; one may, in fact, conclude somewhat differently from panelists or
authors. Variations of this kind are expected - just as in the interviews students often
opined that their schools were "good," though observers decried the lack of in-
dividualization and involvement. With such a background and rationale we present
our analysis of the shadow studies.

A. AN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM responsive to the values, objectives
and needs of society as well as the needs of young adolescents.

Educators have always argued that the instructional program of the era was
responsive to the needs of youth. Vet, the nature of the program evolves primarily
from the adult view of society and what is needed to prepare youth for its demands.
Only in recent decades have we begun to take seriously the notion that the needs of
students to deal with the world at their stage of growth is important. All too often,
we affirm that what the adult thinks youth needs are precisely the needs youth feel.

The middle school, as the junior high school before it, harpledged to serve the
needs of youth in their society and their needs in the broader context of the adult
world awaiting them. As a statement of belief, most middle school educators would
assert their allegience; as practitioners, they seem not to have understood too well.
Five indicators of commitment to an instructional program geared to the needs of
society and of youth now follow to delineate where we are.
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I. Community as educational resource. A close examination of raw daia from
the Shadow Stildies reveals that only in a few instances was there evidence of com-
munity involvement. The traditional field trip constituted the main utilization of the
schooLlocale. Almost never was the community used as a site for instructional ac-
tivities such as moving a science class to an adjacent wooded area for an intensive
study of the animal or plant varieties round there.

In two specific instances, however, and both in physical education, the com-
munity became an extension of'the school setting, but'only to utilize a facility. A
YMCA pool, located across town (students were bussed) was the locale for instruc-
tion in swimming. In the other situation, students walked across the street to a
recreation center for physical education. The shadowed student, in response to the
question about what would you change about your school, stressed the need for a
gymnasium. The value of shared facilities did not seem evident.

In support of the above view, one observer wrote: "Kids, particularly middle
schoolers, need to see their home and community as being related to their
school/educational experiences. If we as educators cannot establish that relationship
we have failed, at least in this one instance, to make our curriculum relevant."

Another teacher panelist reported that his studies showed guest speakers, both
adults and studentS, have been in classes. In one case eighth graders demonstrating
the use of a blood pressure cuff and stethoscope. A striking example of community
involvement occured in the school which boasted a "poet in residence." This pro-
gram probably was the result of a federal grant for the improvement of the arts
through humanities.

In summary, then, middle schools in this study showed evidence of the more
common uses of community involvement: gLiest speakers, field trips, student help.
The use of community sites for planned and regular learning experiences seemed
limited to the recreation park and the YMCA swimming pool. If we extrapolate
beyond the data, then we may 'conclude that the community as a resource and site
for instructional involvement has yet to come of age.

2. Comprehensive, developmental skills program. One wonders-if the force of
the back to the basics movement may be exerting clear pressure to stress the tradi-
tional subjects: mathematics, language arts, social studies, and science..Certainlyall
students in the study on February 17th were receiving instruction in these areas.
Curiously, a large number of students were working with fractions in mathematics,
and parts of speech in language.

The phrasing of this indicator implies rather strong organization and breadth.
There is also the concomitant implications that such a skills continuum would em-
brace our best thinking about the needs and concerns of youth. That is to say, the
skills would be arranged.in terms of youth needs first and subject matter logic se--
cond. The writers, and probably most middle schooi educators, would ascribe to this.
approach while recognizing that in practice scope and sequence progressibns adhere

to a hierarchial construction applied by educators and textbook writers.
What did our 100 observers note in their day in the classroom? One student

described his school in this fashiol : "We're still doing things I did in 5th grade at
another school." This statement s ests a poorly designed skills program. The
prevalent classroom pattern observed also implies a long-standing pattern in which
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students hand in homework, go over it in class, and then are introduced to the next
homework assignment. The margin of hope that skills are closely tied to where the
transescent iswould appear small in such settings.

In a general science class, however, the classroom environment was recorded as:
Students working alone or in -groups of two or three. They are using
several different manuals and doing a variety of things. Two high school
students serving as teachers, are moving from table to table.

Evidently this classroom has a skills base which has been modified by materials
selection to accommodate several ability levels. On the other hand, instruction in
physical education was almost universally on the skills of bagketball. This might sug
gest that the indoor-outdoor conditions dictate completely which sport is taught in
mid-February rather than the maturational requirements of thirteen year olds?

But again a panelist noted:
In reading there was a comprehensive, developmental skills progiain pro-
vided for each pupil shown by the -subject using a SRA card, a math
pretest, and working by a math schedule.

Similar efforts at individualization were noted in language arts, mathematics,
science, industrial arts, and art-. The skills may be the same for all, but students
move along the continuum at their achievement levels. "Students demonstrate law

. of probability by roiling dice." Nice variation. "An effort was made to meet the stip
dent at his level. An informed, enthusiastic teacher made history fit the kids' lingo
and language level," Still another comment by an observer: "Much of skill develop-
ment `centered on teacher directed activities," And he continues: "I was so disap.
pointed to see a written test format where there are so many other way_ s to test.
Seventy-five per cent of skills sequence was testing or review.

If the reader is sensing something of a polarization ofShadow Studies impres-
sions, he is reading the authors and their soirees correctly, Skills are developmental,
but not always sequential K-12 or even 6-8. They are more often based on'an exter-
nal order to discipline rather than its inherent organiption. Skills are generally
presented either to the class en masse or to individuals, This latter trend impelled one
teacher analyst to write:

As valuable as the individualization of instruction is I -am concerned,.
after reading what reporters wrote as to whether students are being put
too much on their own, particularly in math. Skill development must be
based on individual need, but group skills and processes are quite
valuable.,.we need to be careful that we don't pigeon-hole students,
give them an assignment, tell them to go and get to work and then pro--
mptly forget- them as the next student approaches.

The same analyst states this conclusion:
. . I found little reporting of a developmental-skill program. I do not
feel, however, that this necessarily means it does not exist, merely that
one day may not reflect a comprehensfve program. Most of all the
schools seemed to do a certain amount of ability grouping in academic
areas in order to lessen the diversity of programs needed at a given time.
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Middle schools, then, tend to lie in the middle between the more cohesive and .per-

vaiive developmental skills progritm in the elementary school and the more highly

structured and compartmentalized emphasis of the high school. .

3. Exploratory and enrichment experiences. Middle schools offer exploratory

and enrichment experiences to expand the horizons of transescents. But them; so

does the junior high School. The subtle difference which appears in the study schools

is one of structure as this account stresses:
Students choose from three thematic options per month, for morning
courses (e.g., geology, anthropology, batik). Offerings change each
month. One hour in the morning is "free" for such activities as basket-

ball, computer terminal, talking.with teachers, etc.
While this pattern prevails in an alternative school, the more open cuniculum is
Much in evidence in the regular public school.

One teacher panelist wrote:
The vast majority of .studied middle schools also offered courses entitled
"exploratory", "special interest", mini-courses", and "electives." Stu-
dent reponse to these were all reported as being very positive. "She likes

her mini- course (embroidery), and her art aass, but was not enthus
about the academiC classes." "She enjoys special interest period mos
-where she is taking sand painting andsculpture,P A Catholic school of
fered course selections at the end of the day entitled "Communications;
"Values Clarification," andothers. These classes were voluntary choices

made by the students. How a particular school scheduled these options

seemed to depend on several different criteria: bus schedules, staff
teaching loads, time of year, walking range of student body, _etc. One
significant observation referred to a history teacher With a cold class

posture in history class, but with a very different personality in sand
painting class. This would suggest teacher satisfaction and benefit in this

area of curriculum besides the, obvious student 'advocation of such
courses.

The enrichment courses provfde a more open and venturesome environment for
students, but also for teachers. Another teacher -panelist argues that a skillful
teacher with an interest ilIart could easily teach an art enrichment, course. The diver

obvious but reflects also on the "loosening" of structure which would reverse

the regular classrobm atmosphere.. The panelists saw in the enrichment phase of
middle school curriculum an opportunity for youth to have maneuverability and
self2direction. "This (art) seems to be the first opportunity for something other than

teacher directed activity:"
Evidence that exploratory courses in the career awareness area existed is in-

conclusive. One panelist saw little or no evidence. Another mentioned: "; . . each

teacher incorporating a career aspect into his daily lesson plan." Palelists and
observers did not however, report many career awareness "episodes" in_their -ac-

counts which suggests that either the area is dealt with in a designated unit or that at-

tention is somewhat haphazard.
Perhaps as a harbinger of other curricular offerings, exploratOry and enrich-
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tent courses are the expected- art, music, industrial arts, foreign language -
jfinificant "smattering " of courses that reflect contemporary interests.

4. Programitif Health and physical education. For middle schoolers, this ,aret
should-strds relevant health concerns, intramurals, and individualized developmen
.tal activities. Again the picttire from our 100 schools is mixed. Most middle school
students are scheduled for physical education daily, At the time of the observations,
the vast majority of students were receiving some kind of instruction and practice in
basketball. Gymnastics came in second along with the more unique examples of
.yoga and swimming:

In an area which 'is noted for its individualized approach, many students wer4
receiving grotp instruction. Other students awaited their turn on the gym floor fron'
a passive vantage Point in the bleachers. One observer noted, however, that in gyn
the student experienced the only variation in the instruction-teach-test-reteach pat-
tern of the day.

. .

Health instruction revealed a varied pattern. Some classes were giving attention
to blood pressure indicators, others appeared to be moving through a text somewhat
en masse. The result "Student has her eyes on book, but still has pen in d
(taking notes), writing occasionally." Then for at least 10 minutes.the shadowed-stu-
dent was absorbed its ". . putting string back in jacket that was pulled out by the
boy sitting on the floor next to her." It would be safe to infer that the topic of that
class couldn't compete with student playfulness.

Title IX auditors would be pleased that in at leastone school girls were eagerly
using the weight room - "teacher moves about to assist girls using the various pieces
of body building apparatus." Relevance appears to be the key for many students
who profit from health and physical education. One student inquired: "These lungs
(calves) are like ours, right ?" She pays very close attention as teacher explains parts
of actual calves lung and heart.

In some physical-education periods the instructors displayed passivity, "sitting
on the sidelines and watching." Both interscholastic and intramurals were noted by
observers. In the I-wonder-why-they-didn't category, a panelist observed:

I was personally surprised to find that only one school offered any pro-
gram of physical activity at lunch. In this case, it only involved the open
ing of the gym during the lunch hour. This would seem to be a chance for
those highly active middle scfioolers to work off their energy as well as
learn how to pot ticipate with their peers in an unstructered social situa-
tion.

One does not come away from an examination of observers or panelist's comments
with the impression that the physical education and health program in the middle
school is a powerful contributor to the well being and growth of adolescents. The
programs were not negative, simply short of their potential. The brightest message
came from a panelist who stated: "I.had the feeling . . that many schools are mov-
ing to a station or competency-based program of physical education and fitness . . .

Many students will profit from being accepted at their own level of competence
rather than being compared to students with greater muscle development and coor-
dination than they possess."
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One observer sums up this curriculum area "She seemed happiest in her music

and physical education class, for there she could act freely."
5. Personal-social concerns of adolescents' If this indicator is translated to

mean that content themes and problem areas draw subject matter which is ap-
propriate to dealing with the specific concerns rather than presenting subject matter

apart from its immediate relevance for problems facing young adolescerts, then 100
Shadow Studies drew a blank. Very few observers noted that a particular unirtopic
or theme dealt with the "happenings" of the day.

Digging more deeply into the studies, however, observers and panelists provid-

ed data from which to infer, very carefully, that adolescent concerns were among the
considerations determining what was taught. For example, a social studies teacher

reminded ". . . students that part of the ecology assignment given by the reading

teacher is for social studies." It is hoped that dual activities of this sort assist the stu-

dent to discover the interdependence of knowledge. One English class was reading
the novel, That Was Then, This is Now, by S. E. Hinton, a very strong story ad-
dressing adolescent concerns. Adolescent literature has become a positive force in
helpingtransescents learn more about themselves and behavibr alternatives available

to them- .
In a science roorri the richness of displays, habitats, and lab equipment was fur-

ther enhanced by a "fascinating cupboard labeled 'Mystery 'powders' and pictures
of the kids engaged in science activities around the rooms." Contrast that environ-,

ment with an English-Social Studies block classroom in which the student shadowed
busied herself by "writing in address book while film:Population Explosion' is be-

ing shown."
An observer noted this evidence of concern for adolescent problems:

P. is fortunate to have teachers who care very much about their
studentswithout a doubt they see the importance of maintaining i
climate of concern in addition to dealing with cognitive growth. One can
readily see that team teaching is a positive step in promoting total
understanding on the part of staff for the needs of the individual. Such a
cooperative effort is student-centered and is indeed conducive to meeting

the needs of the emerging adolescent.
Sadly, however, the observer went on to note that the reading teacher seemed unable
to ct ntribute to that team effort. In a contrasting vein in another school, however,

. . the material was teacher-centered, with the,presenter teacher lecturing, while

the student was the absorber not the doer." Many classes appeared boring and
repetitious. And in another study, "The program is teacher-dominated and highly

structured . . . Considerable effort goes into attempting to control student behavior

. . Teachers do not seem to deviate from the basic text used-in the content areas.
Somewhat more subtle evidence enabled some panelists to feel good about the

attention, to the personal-social needs of adolescents: grouping arrangements and

task groups within classrooms, interesting decor, small table arrangements in
cafeterias, block scheduling to promote subject-matter merging, modern songs and

mnsic in chorus and band, opportunity for socialization during more flexible classes

. such as art.ind home economics, open classrooms, peer helping situations. This lat-
ter point was noted by a panelist in this fashion:
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This Idea of peers helping peers solved not only academic problems, but
also met paqicular unconscious social needs in a stfuctured environment.
This comment comes from yet another -middle school: in this middle
school seventh graders could be just that - . . . their social needs were
easily accommodated in the group activities.

The evidence for this indicator seems to oscillate between strong concerns for the
ansescent as in the above statements and toward an atmosphere in which students

marched along .A rather firmly designed subject matter path.
One panelist sums it up rather well:
In most cases, the instructional program offered Opportunities for
students to have a hand in the direction of the curriculum and often they
were encouraged to do so. Again, long range content plans would be
helpful to determine how fully this goal is being reached in an individual
school. Students may learn about human sexuality and the physical pro-
blems of a transescent may experience at one school and not at another.
Based on one day's observation, I find it difficult to predict the frequen-
cy of this happening. The attitude of the teachers and s 'tudents would
lead me to believe that kids in all the schools would have the opportunity
of pursuing their own personal and social development.

Summary. The instructional program of the middle school is in itself in transition.
The traditions of the junior high school continue to wield considerable influence,
while the growing understanding of what early adolescence is all about is really just
coming to be seen as significant. Unfortunately, the educationyrofession does not
absorb new knowledge readily nor transform its "accustomed ways quickly.
Pessimists, will find relatively little to cheer about in the preceeding pages; Nit the
optimists can see the shape of things to come. Transescents, it seems, are experienc-
ing an instructional program which tries to give them "the time of day" and not just
a curt nod.

B. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND MATERIALS individualized and
personalized for each student's needs.

A distinguishing characieristic of middle school education is the centrality of
concern for the needs of the transescent, not merely in his housing, but in the en-
vironment which clothes and feeds him. We have noted with some ismay that the
curriculum, the food for the student, is not yet built upon the knowledge base we
have of his needs, at least not to the extent that observers and panelists gave cur-
rieulum offerings high marks. There is another area of major significance in middle
school . education, however, which reflects the manner in which curriculum is
presented to students. This characteristic in its most ambitious sense asks that in-
itructional strategies and materials be individualized and personalized for each stu-
dent's needs.

It would be expected, therefore, that the manner in which the stud eland con-
tent were brought together would be unique to that individual. Of course no school
can provide a total, personalized instructional experience at all times for a student.
But certainly the expectation for the middle school is that teachers are sensitive to
where students are and will incorporate these perceptions into the planned learning
activities.
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We noiv turn to the evidence of February 17th_to picture the instructional
strategies and materials which are designed for seventh graders.

I. Variety of instructional techniques. The anticipation is that the cognitive, af-
fective and psychomotor domains would be evident; that there would be variety in
learning situations to include group, individual, and total experiences; and that the
teacher would alternate with other adults, peers, print and non-print sources as ma-

jor information resources. But let the evidence speak.
"The hour was 1:15 p.m. and R. responds orally to question - first time all day

she has done so." The art room was the setting. How strange that the most prevalent
teaching technique, the question-answer routine, did not .engage a student until the
day was,almost over The observer's comment on this situation indicated that it was

the non-academic class which seemed to motivate students, not the academic. It
seemed that generally students were not questioned in a planned manner to insure
that ch person during the day had some oral interchange of ideas with his peers
an dults.

During an individualized instruction period, the English teacher helps "D.
work through some mistakes before it is graded." Super. In this situation a student

is having an opportunity to demonstrate mastery of tested material in a manner
which promotes understanding and explanation. The "test" is seen as a teaching
tool in the best sense.

-A- more commonly noted instructional variation involved individualized in-
struction with students working on their own assignments. In two math classes
students had a common topic introduced through a common text, but different
math books were available for practice, a nice balance between single text
dominance and diverse individualization.

Often the lecture is discounted too strongly as an effective instructional tech-.,.

nique. A social studies teacher illustrated his presentation with the overhead projec-

tor, writing questions and, review points, while "maintaining close eye contact with

students." That final phrase shows concern for the transescent and the need to help

him belong to the flow of class activities. Techniques such as this one break up the
sameness of classes, while lack of variety prompted this observation:

It was found that the instruction given and methods used did not always

keep all the students actively involved in the classroom. This resulted in
demonstrations of negative behavior by the students observed such as
playing and talking out. Also there was excessive time lost with student
movement from the dismissal of a class to the roll call in the next class.

Several observers noted the fatigue which accompanied the peaks of work and the
times of non-activity. Group work was a technique found in almost every study,
though one wonders why it must always be under the surveillance of the teacher.

,When students are truly "hooked" on the learning matter, supervision can be very

loose.
Another interesting variation was the USSR time (Uninterrupted, Sustained

Silent Reading) - a period when everyone in school reads. All activities except those
of an emergency nature come to a halt, adults and students, books in hand., read
silently. There are no assignments to follow-up the reading. The time is open to



adventure with books. This very positive technique was not, however, found in wide
use. Perhaps it deviates too much from the read7recite-test-homework pattern.

A teacher analyst summarized the types of teaching techniques utilized in the
studies he reviewed:

Worksheets, experiments (in science classes), projects (in industrial arts
and art), reading quietly, class discussions, filmstrips, taking notes,
teacher lecturing, films,' research in media center, study sheets, grading
homework papers, oral recitation in large groups, question-answer,
packets, writing, learning stations, transparencies, and group problem
solving.

The analyst concluded, however: "Much of the school day seemed geared to listen-
lag or doing rather than telling by speaking in front of a group or talking with peers
or teacher."

An observer stated: "Each class was highly structured with not enough oppor-
tunity for student participation," Another observed opined: "Most of the student's
day was spent listening, reading, writing, and studying. Very little time was devoted
to oral communication and discussion." The endless "going over Of homework"
should also be identified as a major element in the array of teaching techniques.
Unh;ersally, observers and panelists wrote about the frequency of the homework
ritual.

Just as the transescent is a varied person so are the strategies offered him:
chairs moved to permit group work
non-threatening atmosphere

- teaching is action-oriented in science
- played math games
- music play your own record day
- developmental reading program
- multi-aged groupings
- use of student tutors and demonstrators
- team teaching, block scheduling
- conditioning routine for boxing
- spelling bee
- learning stations

The impression becomes firm; there is variety in instructional strategies but very
few examples emerged which could not be,found in the elementary or high school. A
panelist notes: "Perhaps the most used instructional technique was textbook reading
and worksheet or chalkboard response." He goes on to comment:

However, within a single lesson in a particular class, only one or possibly
two techniques would be employed to teach the particular concept. For
example, if a movie was shown, little discussion or follow-up work sheets
were used. Apparently, a unit would employ various instructional techni-
ques but only to teach to one level - not to meet varied learning needs.

Another panelist offers this rationale for the sameness of strategies: "In our need to
report to parents, we seem to find it necessary to evaluate student progress based on
a written test which can be produced if necessary. There are many side-learnings that
are developed that cannot and are not measured by objective tests." The panelist
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then argues that unless alternative evaluation procedures_ are devised, we cannot

hope to create unique middle schools let alone present them'intelligently to parents.

To assign a value to observations about the richness and variety of instruotional
strategies would be hard in a limited, study conducted on a particular day. Some 700

classes were in the sample, however, and a reader has the nagging feeling that
strategies were okay, not super, and not particularly reflective of the best we know

about kids. The major high mark lies in the use of open classrooms and the freedom
of movement which occurred whenever small group-individualized instruction was

the mode.
2. Varied instructional materials.iThe target school reports give evidence of the

variety of instructional materials in use. ,The critical question is the:,degree to which

variety and accommodation to the range of learning needs are present. Althotigh a
day's examination of schooling is not sufficient to inventory either the variety or
modality of the instructional materials, observers made many notations about What

they saw in use that bleak February 17th.
In a business education class, for example, students were active with typewriters,

and adding machines. Science classes for the most part seemed well equipped with
the tools for experimentation. Yet in physical education, many ,students had to wait

their turn to shoot baskets, not for lack of baskets, but ballsmibraries were widely
used by the seventh graders in some instances the entirNclass looked for ap
propriate materials, but more often small groups or individuals searched out reading-

or reference materials. In the enrichnient areas of music, ari, industrial arts, and
home economics appropriate materials were available. Yet in all these instances,
conditions were only what we should expect.

In approximately one-third of the schools, students were sectioned into reading

classes, either for remediation or developmental activities. There appeared to be
adequate materials for both programs. In a science class students first observed aft

teacher run an experiment about static electricity using a Van DeGraff generator,
after which students participated. It may be inferred from some of the assignments
that materials were selected to engage the curiosity of the transescent. In a class
where students were reporting on their ancestors, family lore of one kind or another

was a resource. Such an assignment was timely, coming about while Roots was a
popular novel; also there is a relationship to the early adolescent's search for identi-

ty.
While the majority of our 700 classes were teacher dominated with the instruc-

tor presenting material, many different aides were used to help carry the informa-

tion - TV, slides-tapes, overheads, charts, filmstrips, experimental equipment, and

other media resources. A panelist wrote that when students had "interaction with
media used for learning students were more interested in outcomes." We hope that
teachers will increasingly take the next step to have students share information they

have processed through a variety of instructional materials.
One panelist described instructional materials usage in the Shadow Studies he

analyzed in these words:
A single textbook approach to learning was by far the most popular
method. However, there were a few exceptions: -They.were working in

three different textbooks, but all were studying decimals."
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"Teacher assigned one regular textboOk to all students but other text-
books were used and left in the room." Some classrooms used sup-
plemental resources to the textbook such as science newspapers,
workbooks,-and worksheets. For the most part, teachers seemed to de-
pend on one teaching technique and would use one particular type of
teaching material, then individualize by going from student to student to
help answer their questions-on the information and assignments.

The panelist also noted:
"She (student) says that in most of her classes she simply reads
assignments, answers questions, and takes tests." This type of teaching
may no_ t be (the most favored technique by teachers; but in many in-'
stances it is the easiest and most efficient way to deal with content.

st e judge the picture as bleak, a panelist noted this about the lack of mention of
instructional materials variety_in the Shadow Studies: "I was concerned that no

_ more mention of this was made than the few comments-it received, I must remind
myself, however, -that observers were not asked to look for these items, and perhaps
it just wasn't mentioned even though it was present. Let us hope so; otherwise the
middle school is falling short of its potential."

3 Individualization of instruction. Perhaps no term in the educational lexicon
is open to more interpretations or used More loosely in describing classroom interac-
tions. The indicator to be applied to Shadow Study evidence specifies individualiza-
tion of instruction in particular aspects: assignments, activities, procedures, size' f
groups, not all to be present at one instance, ,however.

For many teachers and administrators, "individualization" is synonymous with
self-pacing and a varied time frame for most students to do the same thing. Another

prapoach stresses group differentiation of assignments, everyone in a group dealing
with the same learning. "Individualization" occurs when each student is programm7
ed to, have his own version of the material to be learned, either in a text, workbook,

'programmed instruction, or other print resources. Some educators define "in-
dividualization" as personalized learning, encouraging the student to learn about

.the topic through one nodality or another and from a different perspective.
In one English class studentAiewed "Beauty and the Beast" followed by time

for project work relating to the film. Boys worked alone while the girls were directed
by the teacher. S. had the jitters as do others. Teacher: "You have 10 minutes and
the rest you have to do at home." The teacher then stopped class activities: "You
still have not learned to work on your own without a teacher." Ponder this teacher's
idea of individualization during the entire episode.

Another class utilized groups to cover the same questions on _a booklet entitled
Interpreting Statistics. The "individualization" seemed to center on the use of four
grdups and their work sites in two different rooms. In an ISCS class ;.there were
many individualized things going on. Some students were working on experiments,
others were reading, and others were writing. The teacher was sitting at his desk giv-
ing individual help with problems the students brought to him." ISCS places a
premium upon discovery and self-pacing although the material is approximately the
same for all students.

For many middle school programs, "individualized" instruction means work-



ing alone, in others it means learnirrg situations. At one J. watthes a film strip and
engages in discussions and answering questions. The observer notes: "good example
of individualized study and learning, Teacher is primarily a resource person." In the
same school students are grouped to read novels, each group has a different novel.
Certainly use of such groups is manageable for the teacher and provides greater
variety of insight into the novel.

The panelists saw specific charaCteristics in schools as they evaluated evidence
of individualization. "Varying group sixes was a dominant practice throughout the
study." "In some cases, howeVer, there was still present,the Friday test foreveryte
covering the same material." Another panelist wrote:

One of thc, obvious differences in the various schools and even the classes

was tbe.group size and chair arrangement. Some groups were as large as
forty students in a traditional classroom. Other groups officially conven-
ed with ten students. Open space . the entire class is sitting in a circle

on the floor working on a language arts exercise . . ..There was only
sporadic mention of varied assignments, activities, and procedures. They

would be the exception, rather than the rule, to classroom curriculum.;
Teacher movement was picked by one panelist as the mark of individualization. The

same panelist noted: "Students are allowed to go beyond required material - a
delightful exception." Another panelist observed "that with the exception of the
science program, little diversity in instructional strategies existed."

In summary, then, "individualization" in the 100 middle schools seem to center

upon varied group sizes, differentiated group assignments and self-pacing progres-

,sion. While middle schools have made significant progress toward breaking the lock-
step advancement of students through the same content, there.remains for further
development the broad area of learning via different activities and from the rich
knowledge resource bases which together can produce divergent learning and
creative problem solving. The middle school, because of its freshness and groifth
potential, has the capacity to break through to that quality of individualization.

4. Block scheduling, team teaching, core program arrangements. These are
commonly touted as hallmarks of good middle school programs. Admittedly, there

are times when a team organization is forced because the building has pods or it was

assumed that teacher strengths could be more effectively deployed by some kirtd of

joint teaching endeavor. But in the main, one finds in the alternatives to the con-
secutive 45-50 minute period distinct efforts toward individualization of instruction.

On the national scene an increase in block scheduling arrangements has been
reported and in the target middle schools some form of block scheduling was
employed in two thirds of the cases.

The teacher analysts made some interesting observations to support the varia-
tions of class arrangement. It should be noted, however, that the me between "in-
structional stategy" and the class orghization or school day layout is often blurred.
There was "independent study in English:' and "block scheduling is used." The
"research class is independently geared." Another analyst found thise conditions:

-"lecture room seating 100 kids in auditorium"
-"a total of 175 students are grouped together with 5 teachers; delivery

model is departmental"
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math lab-60 students-lams area-two teachi,y individualized,
Youngsters working at skill level in folders, on-graded, 6, 7, and 8th
grade students learning centers; resources available in classroom"

-"original community area Tables only Area contains 10 learning
centers. Individual projects as well as group."

The analyst making these comments concluded that when there is evidence of good
planning, large groups can receive instruction, and even more strongly emphasized
that "content is enhanced by specialized grouping."

Another analyst found that in most of the school reports. he read, there was
some form of block scheduling for either team teaching or departmentalization. A
reporter noted; "One can readily see that team teaching is a positive step in pro-
moting total understanding on the part of the staff for the needs of the individual.
Such cooperative effort is student-centered and is indeed conducive to meeting the
needs of the emerging adolescent." A rather strong conclusion! Another analyst '-
pointed out that careful planning and training are needed to best hse ,the team
teaching concept,

Turning to the reporter data, this interesting comment illustrates a danger of
equating class arrangement with individualization:

Certainly this visit poihted out that our schools should have a curriculum
that grows out of student interests and needs and that our students
should play a larger role in planning their activities. No doubt, the pro-
fessional staff members were conducting effective "schooling" ac-
tivitiesjslevertheless, the principal was quite candid when he stated that
there 4ere few examples of "real individualized instruction,"

Once more the reporter speaks: "She (the student) liked the mini-course idea
because of the chances provided to do 'other, ,thinge, choir in her case, A student
summed up- her opinion of the school in this fashion: "open classrooms are better
than 'enclosed' ones."' Yet another, eporter characterized the school he visited in
this fashion: "Due to a schedule created for administrative convenience, the student
had absolutely no time to himself (no time to do what he wanted to do) during the
day." And continuing, "no provision for exploration of an individual student in-
tereit except in limited elective offerings."

Evidence of the core concept of integrating subjects to solve problems did not
often appear in the school reports, One observer noted that "teacher reminded
students that part of the ecology assignment given by the reading teacher is forsocial
studies." Another positive reflection stressed planning: "This team planning tied
terms, concepts and knowledge together across academic lines and served to rein-
force the learning in each Specific area." The reporter felt that students recognized
and appreciated this integration.

The middle schools of America, as sampled on that February day, do offer
some variety of- schedule; but the use of subject matter as resource data rather than
course content was not obvious to observers.

5. Action oriented teaching: To describe individualized and personalized in-
struction the terms action oriented, manipulative, student generated, and a non-
didactic mode are appropriate, The break from the review, read, recite, syndrome
should be clear, for action oriented teachers would be designing assignments and
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tasks that would maximize student abilitiei. When we speak of learning modalities

we expect to see instruction attuned to the different drummer each student hears.
The classroom would contain learning centers calling for a variety of responses and

response media. There would be flexible groups and schedules. The teacher would
be the "senior" member of the grouP with the role of advisor or facilitator. There
would be times, of course, for direct teaching to the whole class or segments of it
No onepattern would dominate; however, change would be directed by need rather

than tradition.
What did the reporters and analysts see? One analyst wisely offered this caution

in interpreting the data:
Some clarification needs to be given as to what is a typical classroom. In
my standards it would be a lively, exciting center of activities in which
kids are involved in a variety of activities . . . Many times I found the
typical classroom referring to a situation of 5 rows with 6 desks in each

row and a barren room.
The obvious classes were action oriented - physical education, shop, music, labs.
The analyst noted, however, "For the most-part classes seemed traditional . . .

teacher checking homework, class assigned to read chapters 6-13! Teacher will be
checking individ6aVnotebooks. 'Test next week to cover the novel.' This approach
contributed to observer boredom in several instances not to mention the kids' reac-

tions."
An observer noted also: "In many classes the material was teacher centered,

with the presenter teacher lecturing, while the student was the absorber, not the

doer. any classes were boring and repetitious. I'm glad I'm not a seventh grader.'""
But there was action and change also. One teacher in reviewing the previous

day's lesson by question and answer utilized the overhead to show questions to en-
tire class. A counselor described the student shadowed as engaged in normal
horseplay before classes began, but once the work started, all students seemed very
interested in what was going on One reporter described the day as a nice balance
between. teacher directed and individualized instruction. Another reporter was im-
pressed with the variety of learning experiences the shadowed student encountered
and used these words: "Although her day was a busy one and most of her
classrooms were structured, she had the opportunity to move around and talk quiet-

ly about her learning experiences in seven out of eight classes."
Generally, it would be fair to say that the middle school classes contained in this

study lacked variety and self.learning opportunities. One language arts class con-
sisted of forty minutes of question-answer. And another scene: "The teacher asks
the boy who is helping Ricky to sit in his own seat, telling both boys that the work

counts only if Ricky does it himself. Then a game is introduced - mental arithmetic
-no talking is allowed the reward is gum." In a history class the teacher explained

subject matter for, thirty minutes!
A Shadow Study summary concluded: "Most of the student's day was spent

listening, reading, writing, and studying. Very little time was devoted to oral com-

munication and discussion. This student would have benefited from such involye-

ment.
The data are ambivalent. Roughly half the Shadow Studies reported a sameness
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to the instructional flow. The question:answer format dominated the major subject
areas. In one instance the teacher spoke to the backs of her students' heads for the
entire period! But there were the turned-bn classes with lots,of student participation,
direction, and testing of their creative learning habits. A thoughtful recorder may
have isolated the essence of the middle School day:

With seven classes daily a student must be flexible enough to change
classes and subject every 48 minutes while also being expected to be an
-active participant in each class . . . By,the end of the day W. was very
enthusiastic about his final class of the day and expressed this to me
when I questioned him. It seemed that for W. each period was long
enough to gain his interest in the subject, but not long enough for him to
become bored.

S udent flexibility may be our greatest success factor ih the middle school.
C. RELATIONSHIP INTERAQTIONS designed to strengthen the

adolescent's social and self-iwareness.
Relationship interactions play a mayor' role in the middle 'school program ra-

tionale. The transescent is on the thresh d of becoming his adult self and the period

r

of time he spends in the middle school largely one of testing out those patterns of
behavior and beliefs which will become Ilmarks of his adult character. Because the
transescent is both challenged by his p rs and by the adult world of 'Which he is a
part, there is the need for interaction with contemporaries and the adults who mol
the structures of his, environgnent.

What then does the mildle school implant in-its operations that will facilitate
3 youth having the quality of contact with peers and adults which will enable growth

directions to. be- tested out and raised to a higher level of deyelopment? Two areas
stand out in the middle school conceptualization: opportunities for socializationand
opportunities to develop new relationships with adults. These new adult relation-
ships transcend the typical student-teacher interaction, What is required is a student-
adult-relationship in which the youth is able to talk out his concerns and explore op-
tions without being told he is ridiculous. Of course the teacher should provide this ,

quality of relationship and often does; but it is difficult for one teacher to be that
needed adult to 25 to 35 students in a single class period, yet along the larger number
which may be encountered daily.

The guidance component in the middle school seeks to establish an outreach
relationship with students. This advisorradvisee type of relationship may reside in a
classroom teacher, a homeroom teacher, or a counselor. The important condition is
that opportunity (or relationships of the kind we have been describing be available
to youth in our middle schools. What does the record of February 17th tell us?

1. Advisor-advisee relationship. Activities in this area were not evident in the
Shadow Studies. One teacher analyst. flatly stated that "student-faculty relation-
ships were not mentioned directly." Another analyst ndted that the 'homeroom
organization was very weak. The time spent dealt with work period for the students
or for announcements and directions from the teacher, It seemed that the degenera-
tion of the homeroom into a study gill atmosphere most often occurred wheti the
homeroom became the first period instructional class or was the location for later in-
sirtiction. Students logically used the time to get "one up" on their assignments. Yet
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another analyst reported that his shadow studies showed evidence of students having

access to a person or persons to whom they could go for help. Time for grbup
guidance and counseling activities existed in the majority of middle schbols sampled,
but apparently on Shadow Study Day that time was not used Vgr such activities.

In a school which began its day with an Advisory Group period, a time which
was also repeated at noon, -the shadowed student put the early time to use chatting
about an upcoming intramural game; the later time he read a friend's homework
paper and then a book during the USSR time (uninterrupted sustained silent
reading). In another instance, the observer noted ..that teachers were in the
classrooms and halls conversing with students. One 'student told the observer at the

end of the day that "she particularly liked her guidance counselor who had helped
her adjUst following her mother's death." In a similar situation, a shadowed student
praised her values clarification class which had focused on such topics as divorce of

parents, which, for her, was a real problem.
One ought not generalize too much from 100 Shadow Studies; yet it is striking

that observers did not pick up on provisions for advisor-advisee relationships that

Might stem from homeroom or group guidance activities. Students did have, and
commented favorably upon, any number of adult-student relationships. These oc-
curred, however, in the course of the school day's normal events.

2. Social experiences and socialization processes. This aspect ranks high in the
rationale-of middle school education, for the obvious reason that the transition for
youth is heavily weighted in the area bf making new adjustments to peers. Socializa-

tion does not mean "fun and games"; rather it means opportunities for conversa-
tional ease and the exchange of ideas between peers, especially those of the opposite

sex. The school setting should nurture intellectual sharing. Nor should opportunities
for friendships, discussions, and problem solving be solely among youth. A major
thrust of the transescent's drive for adulthood is building new relationship_ s with

adults relationships of the quality which will permeate adulthood.
The school is not- without responsibility for social experiences beyond the

school day or setting. Youth need opportunities to mingle at social sports, cultural

events, both as spectators and performers. The need for social experiences- is
especially critical in isolated communities or in location& where travel to events is
curtailed by distance or the hazards of big city life.

The events of 100 seventh graders on February 17th provided a cross sectional

-view of the middle school corn' rnitment to the goal of socialization. One analyst sum-

med up attention to socialization in the classroom with this opinion, . . the schools

appeared to be tolerant of the socialization (in the classrooms), but did not 'teach' to

it."
All observers reported, conversations among students whenever these were oc-

curring in notations such as these: "soft conversation among students as 'they
work", "talking with neighbors as both are wbrking on her horn's valve which
seems inoperative", "S. talks to a boy . . . helps him with a problem", "students
interacted very well with 'poet in residence' and appeared highly motivated". "The
social games of the transescent student were very obvious."

Some observe s found the socialization climate restrictive, however. In one

school the analyst c eluded: "Such controls as 'be quiet or detention' and a 'sr-e-r-'



y" structured Blass hinder positive interaction in our estimation." And at
another school the analyst Qat "This particular school appeared to us to be
teacher-cenfered with lunch and activity period the only times for students to in-
teract. There was no evidence of teacher-student interaction.

Thus the, general tone among the schools was positive in that the classroom set-
ting provided octasion;for "small talk;.'... among students and for -"work talk" as
well. Social skills, such as dancing, were strengthened in physical educatibn. In the
claisroom, teachers utilized group work to ease into socialization situations. We
may infer, therefore, that teachers understood the transescenes:drivelor peer con-
tacts and did not create large barriers to interactions., The major negative feature ap-
neared in several lunchrooms where students were assigned seats or sections - a con-
dition which reduced socialization and their own independence.

An obser;ier made this significant comment; "Only one incident of boredom
surfaced, This occurred during her mathematies class which was conducted by a
substitute teacher. TMs 'class was also somewhat different in that there were four or
five friends in this class who were not in any other class with her Their presence
seemed to alter her behavior." The socialization process, then, is a factbr of several
ingredients,-.peers, activities, climate, the teacher. For a middle school to strengthen
the prOCesses and opportunities for socialization, the mix of influencing ingredients
must be carefully examined. Aboveall, we should' ot minimize the coping skills of
students, their abilities to deal with-teachers and the administrative structures in
their school. "There were varied classrOom situations and teadher types, but D. ad-

- justed to each situation, and its expectatidns without much prohlem." An analyst
summed up the resiliency of the seventh grader: "I found very few kids that felt left
out or extremely concerned about their relationships with their peers."

3. Open-stucfernfaculty relationship, This aspect-extends the dimensions of the
socialization climate that is so vital to the transescent's move into adulthood. If
children are to become adultS, they require role models which challenge them and
demonstrate good ways of living. Teachers are role models of a commitment to in-
tellectual and social concerns and as such opportunities for close student-teacher
interaction should abound. But dci they? In essence interactions occurat two levels -
one is the natural flow of classroom activities, the manner in which the teacher
directs the action, the voice and posture which convey to students whether it is
"okay" to take risks, to venture ideas, to demonstrate some independence. A'se-
cond level touches the more persorial contacts, the teacher-as-friend and guiding
adult. Both, levels of relationShip, in various degrees of desirablliiy, are-found in the
middle schools of this study. .

One analyst commented: "Teacher has .good management and rapport with her
students", and "Teacher has allowed all students in the chits to fespond." "Teacher
has gentle control." "Teacher participates in most of the activities helping in-
dividuals when needed." Thesf, notations, all coming from different schdols,
describe the quality of teaching interactions. which foster intellectual and personal
growth in the learning setting.

Another analyst includes this se-ries of comments: -

Finally, subtle comments about student-teacher relationships were often
made. 'Wish I could describe the intangibles that this teacher possesses that
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seem to make me feel good about her general relationship with the kids. Ac-
cessible,,genuinely interested in the individual, listens well. Students kid the

teacher.'
A button on a teacher which read: THIS TEACHER REALLY CARES.

These kids require a. patient and understanding person who accepts therri,

for what they are and helps them strive to be better. However, there is no
formula for this teacher. I am more convinced than ever, that he can teach

in any area of this country, in any type of classroom, with any kind of cur-
riculum, in any sort of facility. Wherever he is, kids know he is someone
special because he believes in them; they believe in each other. This bond is

the fiber of a goodmiddle school.
Time and again analysts andobservers commented that teachers made the difference
in the quality of instruction. In the post-observation interviews, students com-
mented with high frequency that what they liked about the school was the teachers!
Sonic students included the principal and the lunchroom ladies in the most liked

category!
The step to teacher as- friend and guiding adult is not large, but the number of

nines teachers in the study,were described in this role was not large.
One observer did note: "The rapport between 'teachers and students was a

beautiful thing . . . There was a comfortable air of rapport, yet an evident respect

fOr and to one another . . It was evident that each one was happy and proud to be

a part of their middle school.- And another comment: "Well before school starts
many teachers are in classrooms and halls conversing with students and each other.-
An even stronger statement appeared in the analyM's summation: "Nowhere-did I
see the relationship exist between students and,; teachers that would be considered

unhealthy."
Can we conclude from these comments and others in the Shadow Studies that

. -
teachers are in fact functioning as friend and adult guide to transescents? A tentative

-yes- seems in order although the notes of the day do not specifically use that
language. We are on safer ground in concluding that teachers have developed good
relationships with their students. The proof lies in the many times that students
praised the attitudes and actions of their teachers.

A SUMMING UP
On the basis of this study, what is to he said of middle school education? What

generalizations have taken form from the accounts of one hundred observers and
the analyses of the teachers on the panel? Each reader of the accounts would likely

-conclude a few degrees apart. It is hoped, however, Ow the interpretations of the
authors in this summary, will be fairly represented of reality and thereby help us all
in ouritiquest for a more effective middle school program.

The Instructional Program. There were many exciting activities occttrfing on

February 17th: however, "sameness' of the instructional program waswets still the

'dominant mood. One observer caught that mood:
My general reaction to the school day was that it was long the length
and repetitiveness of the day made a very strong impression I could
only conclude that my fatigue resulted from the similarity of classes and the
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general orderliness of a young peron'stime during the school day .

looked forward to lunch period and would have been delighted if an
assembly program had been scheduled.

An analyst put his finger on what may welrbe the reason for student disinterest in
the instructional program . . . 4t seems ,that as middle school educators we still
have a long way to go to make our teaching more relevant for the needs and learning
styles of our students . . ." It is clear to us, as authors, that the major gap in middle
school education relates to curriculum relevancy.

instructional strategies-and tlaterials. Although the curriculum of the Middle
.school appearS to be little more.than a brightened up extension o' the More tradi- _-
tionalrfare of the junior high school, the strategies and materials emploKed do seem
to be undergoing modification. This is needed, for as one analyst pointed out

Difficult as it is we need to continue to provide for individual differences in
students by presenting a variety of learning activities and types as well as
speeds for individual students...we must continually question ourselves as
to ow' objectives and methods in the curriculum and strategies we are using
with our students . . . Overall, I was very pleased with'what is happening in
our nation's middle schools' however, I feel that there is still room for
mare to happen to enable students to grow and become better able to

. understand themselves and the world around them.
Teachers need to take heart as they move toward relating individual needs to instruc-
tional modes. We seem currently obsessed with -staying on task-; the catch is that
the -task" is too often that of the teacher's creation. Help in reaching each child
will be found in determining his goals and needs and weaving them into a task which
becomes "his" and ultimately "ours:" Children are readily doing this, as one
observer noted; "The Most striking feature of the whole experience was the intense
level of involvement she maintained throughout the day, albeit that involvement was
not always on (the teacher's) task.-

Relationship Interactions. A note of pessimism pervaded many positive reac-
tions in this area. One observer reported in this fashion: "The middle school was
devised so that the educational needs, wants, and desires of transescents could be
better met than was possible in the junior high school. Unfortunately, the middle
school, -though it has come far to try to fit the school to its students, still has far to
go." Yet students were alinost unanimous in telling their observers that they liked
their teachers, they were "neat.- The rapport between students and teaoher's was
found to be good. What wlIS not evident, was the translation of that rapport into
curriculum content and instructional strategies which foster independence of
thought, sensitivity to learning styles, and a true sense of teacher and student learn-
' _together both to comprehend the world and create a better one.

the mood of the day was hopeful, highlighted with sbme innovations, reflective
Of 3 better understanding of youth than we have ever had and revealing of enough
peak experiences to conclude that the middle school movement is aware of what it
can become and is headed in that direction. An analyst opined:

Middle schools today, are experimenting with various instructional pro-
grams, strategies, materials, and teaching techniques in order to try to teach
children most effectively. Within these schools, individuals are having their
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successes and failures both as students and teachers. However, an ideal
can not be bought and packaged; it must be worked for, and every middle
school I analyzed gave indication of trying to do something that was good

for kids.

.

On February 17, we looked at our students and, through what was done to and

with them, at ourselves. We noted strengths and weaknesses. With rare exception,' it

was evident that where there were problems, "we- were the prOlems. It was not the

school facility, the lack of materials, or even the departmentalized curriculum that

was the prime villian. Pogo was,on target when he philosophized: "We have met the

enemy. and he is us.- But, on the other hand, it.was also equally evident that where

there were successes, -we" were the- successes it was not the innovations the
organizational structure, or the new building that spelled success, it was the person

of th'e teacher who was effective in relatiiigiand communicating. We, who may often

be the enemy, are also really the only possible conquerors.

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 1962 SHADOW 'STUDY
AND THE 1977' STUDY,

A comparison between the 1962 Shadow Study of eighth graders and the 1977

Shadow Study of seventh graders is inevitable and unavoidable. Although readily
acknowledging the real limitations that do exist and being fully cautious because of

the presence of so many "ifs, ands, and buts," the authors, nevertheless, feel com-

pelled to state Trankly their judgments,` Since two of the 'authors of this report also

wrote the previous shadow study report, Perhaps we are justified in venturing,
however hesitantly, same comparisons.

The key question then, becomes, -Are the educational experiences being pro-

vided early adolescents in America now more attuned to the needs of transeseents

than they were fifteen years earlier?" Based on the seventh-grade shadow studies,of

1977 in comparison with the eighth grade studies of 1962, we conclude that they are

Readers familiar with the 1964 Shadow Study report will recall the rather
discouraging picture contained in that report. AlthOugh there were many bright

spots and the youngsters were almost always positive defenders of their schools, the

overall evaluation Was essentially negative. Some of the major conclusions from the

earlier study were as follows:
-In summary, the 102 Shadow Studies, while pointing to much in-

spired teaching and apparent concern for the best in learning theory,

seem more accurately summarized by this closing stateme'ht of one

observer,
-To sum it up: I would not want o be an eighth grader .

on such a tight daily schedule;
when 1 was not involved in planning what was to he done and/or

how this would be done;
where most teachers lectured and treted us as sponges;



where my interests and needs were not considered in planning the
curriculum;

. where I could 'get by' very nicely just by being quiet, orderly, and
following directions;

where my learning was bookish, fragrnentized and purposes were
not cler;

where I had no opportunities for 'me' to grow.'
"This was the predominant, but not universal, view of the junior

high school we saw on May 3, 1962."
"The most prominent impression is of a classroom dominated by

the teacher, in full direction of the learning complex. Lecturing was com-
mon and appeared in classes ranging ftlortilEnglish to . . .

"In other instances, the teacher pttormed a four-step procedure;
(a) collecting homework papers, (b) over fibrnewdrk,.(c) making
the next assignment and/or introducing new- w ark,. and (d) allocating
time for starting the homework in class.", . .

"The data gathered from the Shadow Studies seem to cast the junior
high school classroom as a miniature lecture hall inhabited by a central
figure of authority and his helpless captives. It does seem'-almost in-
disputably evideht that the typical' eighth grade situation is teacher
dominated with pupils rather passive and actively involved only to a
limited degt'ee; physically present, but psychologically absent a large por-
tion of the time.". - (Lounsbury and Marani, 1964). .

The overall picture in 1977, in our judgment, was clearly improved - not ex-
cellent, perhaps not even, very good, but noticeably better. The middle school today,
as one would expect, is still very much a mixed bag. There are hundreds of middle
schools, operating that are wholly departmentalized, homogenedusly grouped, sub-
ject matter centered, and featutig interscholastic athletics. These schools display
nearly all that typified what became the typical junior high school. On the other
baud, there are many middle schools that operate in open spaces, that feature real
team teaching, extensive exploratory programs, adviser-advisee arrangements, and
nearly all the theoretically acceptable. practices. The vast majority, of course, are
somewhere in-between and cluster around the middle. In reading the recent Shadow
Studies one clearly gets the feeling that middle schools are moving; they are trying
conscientiously to be responsive to student needs and to alter.their programs and
practices to serve better their emerging adolescents.

The major differences between 1962 and 1977 may be in climate rather than
curriculum, in the atmosphere more than the course of study. We believe that'some
of the "objective" surveys of practices which seemed to reveal no significant dif-
ference between junior high schools and middle schools may not have been able to
take into account differences that did exist in climate, relationships, and goals.

There is danger, of course, in generalizing too much, for many examples can be
found to support almost any position along the continuum; yet there are some
generalizations which the authors feel can he made fairly, however unscientifically.
We believe, in tow, the Shadow Studies, if they are representative of middle schools
in action, reflect the following pluses and minuses;
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Some pluses
the apparent teacher-student, mteraction and relatio -ps typically found

could be characterized as positive or good.

- 'exploratory programs were usually in operation.
- considerable use of individualized work and assignments was evident.

limited use of the lecture to a total class and frequent utilization of varied ac-

tivities within a single period were noted.
- block scheduling was common.

some form of team organization was quite typical.
flexibility in space usage was evident, variety in seating patterns and size of

groups was common.
an emphasis on evaluation rather than simply on testing was manifested.
some efforts to utilize content related to the problems of transescents were

evident.
Sorrre minuses

few examples of real adviser-advisee programs surfaced.
limited use of, and involvement of, the community as an educational resource

was found.
the continued use of the departmental subjectsubj_ ect structure, even in team situa-

tions, was obvious.
limited level of participation in intramural programs was noted.
apparently inadequate attention to the field of health and physical education,

other than as an activity, seemed clear.
Not one of the above "pluses" could have been set forth as a generalization

based on the 1962 Shadow Studies. All in all, the ShadOw Studies of 1977 when com-

pared with those of 1962 should give heart to the professionals who labor in the
vineyard which encompasses the middle school years. The commitment, caring, and
character of middle school educators is making a difference.
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THE ROAD
AHEAD

Many educators applaud the lack of a "standard" middle school, feeling there
is strength in remaining "in process," viable, and dynamic. Once the middle school
becomes institutionalized it may cease significant programmatic growth, they claim.
There is much to be said for this view; yet unless there is some sort of a target held
up, how can one even aim in the right direction, let alone hit the bull's eye? As the
Shadow Studies and other earlier research reports make evident, there are many,
many middle schools operating all too contentedly, believing that because they are
called middle schools and enroll grades five or six through eight they are
"innovative."

Surrounding the middle school movement today is genuine excitement, profes-
sional commitment, real caring, a recognition of the centrality of kidsin short all
the earmarks of a forward looking, action oriented educational movement. Middle
school people generally are not "standpatters" o would be satisfied with mere ad-
ministrative arrangements, or who would be content to perpetuate the practices
which the junior high school unfortunately came to represent. They stand for
something; they seek to implement programs which reflect their awareness of, and
respect for, the nature and needs of emerging adolescents. There do exist clear im-
ages of a theoretically proper middle school. Perhaps it would be well, then, in this
concluding chapter to paint such a school in broad stiokes, as an unfinished por-
trait, yet one with definite form and substance. The reality of the middle school
movement as the 1970's wound down and the eighties got underway gives one en-
couragement. Progress-has been made, and the shadow studies document this. Yet
the obviousness of the age old_gap between theory and practice is painfully aP-
parert, and the shadow studies likewise reinforce the existence,of this wide chasm.

What ought a "good" middle school be like? What are the practices or
characteristics that would set it apart from other educational institutions that might
happen to enroll young people in the middle years? How do you tell a real middle
school? The following twelve charactertistics generally parallel the indicators used
by the teacher panel members as 'a basis for analysis. Speaking only as three in-
dividuals, though as ones who have been deeply involved in the movement for some
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period of time, we would venture that the following are the more significant
characteristics of a real middle school not the only ones, but the more critical ones.
All of these features Leflect the nature and needs of early adolescents. It is; of
course, the middle school's ability to serve the diversity and development of these
transescents which ought to be its sole justification as an entity. The movement must
continue to seek conscientiously to build schools and instructional programs that
reflect fully the nature of transescents. We offer these features as descriptors of that
target which should be the aiming point of our educational efforts on the road
ahead.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A "REAL" MIDDLE SCHOOL
I. A developmental skill program that provides both separate and context

teaching of reading and related communication skills for all''pupils. Growth in the
basic skills is a responsibility of the middle grades; no one would argue this declara-
tion. The skill program should include not just remedial work for those who are
"deficient," but developmental and enrichment work for all. Some skills can now
be introduced for the first time and able readers need to be assisted in becoming still
better readers. Oral language and listening, which may, be the most needed as well as
the most neglected skills, must be major components of the program. Only when an
entire faculty is committed to assisting youth grow in all the basic skills will a real
middle school exist.

2. A definite curriculum commilmentici, and a plan for dealing with, the OW-
the aspects of education. A complete middle school will not leave to chance the mat-
ter of growth in the all-important, albeit nebulous, matters of attitudes, self-
concepts, and personal values-the real determinants of behavior. The middle school
years are the critical years in the development of an individual's philosophy of life,
his social/civic ethics and moral sensibilities. The curriculum at the intermediate
level cannot leave to chance the development of positive self-concepts. Many of the
basic skills of coping, so important in today's world, are inherent in affective educa-
tion. While not a program in and of itself, affective education must be fostered and
supported not only by a schoolwide climate of concern and critical thinking iiut by
definite plans for incorporating the affective in the formal school program.

3. A clear recognition of the social needs of early adolescents through both in-
class and out-of-class activities. To early adolescents, the school is a social institu-
tion. It is the primary stage on which they act out their developing roles as social be-
ings, young men and women in the making. The organized educational program
should sup_ port and assist this socialization rather than suppress it, counter it, or try
to restrict it to the time between classes. Small group activities in classes, for exam-
ple, can assist that inevitable socialization process which is of such (rime impor-
tance to transescents. One could proclaim, relative to the social interests of early
adolescents, that old saw, "If you can't beat 'em, join 'cm.

4. An extensive program of enrichment, exploratory and interest classes or ac-
tivities. The exploratory component of the middle school curriculum should be a
major one with a significant allotment of timemore than the equivalent of a single
period a day. The program ought to include art, music, homemaking, and industrial
arts, but not be limited to these basic areas. Short-term interest-centered mini-
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courses, independent study opportunities, and other enrichment options are also
needed to serve the creative needs and adventuresome inclinations of early
adolescents. Variety, considerable student selection, informality of instruction, and
non-competitive grading are desirable attributes for such a program.

5. A comprehensive program of health and physical education. The physical
growth and maturation of early adolescents is obvious and marked. The resulting
importance 6f body image to early adolescents is most understandable A major
educational program to assist transescents in understanding the nature of and vary-
ing rates of physical maturation clearly is an essential ingredient of a true middle
school. Daily physical education activities that support and assist growth, together
with planned instruction in health education that includes consideration of such
topics as sex, alcohol, and drugs, is needed: Intramural activities to serve the com-
petitive needs of both boys and girls should be provided as well. An inter-scholastic
athletic program is neither desirable nor appropriate.

6. A curriculum organization that clearly departs from the subject/class ar-
rangement foilflt large portion of the day. If a school serving transescents is fully

,depatimintalizecl it is lacking, in our judgment, a fundamental feature. The devia-
tion might be by interdisciplinary teaming, via a core program, or simplt by block
scheduling with correlation, but someway, somehow a middle school program
should not tie organized exclusively on a straight subject/class arrangement if it is to
serve emerging, adolescents effectively. The curriculum should address the personal-
social needs of 'youth and these needs Should be the organizing force for selecting ap
propriate subject matter. For example, a unit on career options would draw content
from all the basic subject areas. It is exciting for youth to discover that subject areas
are relevant to everyday problems.

7. An activity/laboratory approach utilized for most instruction as opposed to
a presentation/telling approach. If the predominate method of instruction is one
which reflects teaching as telling and casts learners as passive receivers of instruction
a real middle school does not exist. On the other hand, as classrooms become
laboratories featuring activities and action rather than lecture halls where the lesson
is presented, the advocacy of middle school education becomes operative. Middle
schools should employ varied size groups as instructional units, ranging from a
single'individual to a house or team of more than one hundred. In these-groups there
is a definite place for direct instruction, to be sure, but it should be seen as one of
several approaches to teaching.

8. Considerable utilization of readily available and varied instructional
materials. A middle school should be "built around" a media center which includes
print and non-print media of all sorts. Such a learning resource center or library
should operate in a manner that facilitates the easy selection and distribution of its
many resources to students and faculty. The diversity of middle school students,
their far-reaching exploratory needs, and the wide range of their abilities make
necessary abundant and varied instructional materials which easily can be made
available in an always-open setting.

9. A developmental guidance program built on the classroom teacher in an
adviser-advisee program but providing intensive and specialized assistance for any
who need help in discovering their aptitudes and interests, maturing in their social
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rel tionships, or otherwise growing up appropriately. Both eacher-counselors and
guidance specialists are needed to serve youth in this major period of growth and
development. Also needed is time for such persons to fulfill their guidance respon-
sibilities. The opportunity for group consideration of social and personal problems
is an important part of the guidance responsibilities of a middle school. An ad-
ministrative hoineroom and a central office counselor simply are inadequate for a
school serving the middle school years. Each middle school student needs to have
one adult who knows him or her fully and who has both the reason and the oppor-
tunity to express caring and to render support and assistance.

10. Utilization,of the community as an educational resource. New understand-
ings of cause and effect and the concept of community and the world, coupled with
the seemingly inherent bent toward humanitarianism that is evident among
transescents call for a middle school to relate closely to its community. Involvement
in community affairs, particularly in some participatory manner, is a mark of a real
middle school. The community should be seen as a resource to explore, a place in
which to apprentice, not just as a source for an occasional resource person.

11. A comprehensive program of evaluation and reporting to parents. Such a
program of evaluation should provide data on the growth and development of in-
dividuals in comparison with their abilities and past performance in cognitive, affec
tive, and psychomotor domains. The typical nine-week normative evaluation in
academic areas, with perhaps a passing note regarding behavior, is not an adequate
program of evaluation and reporting for the middle schoOl years.

Communication with parents needs to be two-way, for only as parents are part-
ners can a fully effective middle school program be implemented. Increasingly, mid-
dle school are developing' activities which inform and, more-importantly, involve

parents.
12. A school-wide atmosphere of teacher-teacher, leacher-student; and

student-student cooperation. A genuine caring and concern for people will be evi-

dent in a real - middle school, A tension-free emotional climate is needed to support
properly the positive growth of early adolescents in the .social, emotional, physical,

and intellectual areas.

CONCLUSION
The foregoing characteristics or conditions are merely a list, just opinion. They

are offered, however, to help set the design,of a target that does need to beheld up,
however. tentatively. At this time, when school boards and administrators are
establishing middle schools for varied, and even devious, reasons, it is importantto
have some suggested standards. When junior high schools are changing their names
but little else; when school systems think they are making progress just by ,nd-
ministratively organizing a middle school; when the Shadow Study Project clearly
points out that there is much room for improvement, surely we need not fear stand-
ardization by proposing sonic bases on which one can determine Which middle

schools are real Middle schools.
The typical middle school is not what it ought to be, but it is moving in the right

direction.. These Shadow Studies present a mixed picturelots of routine, .typical

classrooms teacher directed, subject matter centered but also lots of conscien-
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tious efforts at open, individualized education, many examples of positive student-
,teacher relationships.

We who hold positions in the movement must capture the moment, seize the op-
portunity that is ours to make a difference in American education, and exploit it ful
ly. The decade of the eighties will be the critical decade for the middle school move;
merit. There is good reason to believe that the movement is the major, positive
educational effort today. But it could fizzle out, become reduced to organizational
and administrative minutia. The fork in the road is just ahead; the path to be taken
not yet determined. What we who claim a place in the middle school movement do,
individually and collectively, in the immediate future will decide the direction. For
the sake of America's emerging adolescents, we must choose the high road.
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APPENDICES

THE SHADOW STUDY
TECHNIQUE

Too frequently the sole criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of classroom
situations or school programs is the public performance of the teachers. It is assum-
ed that dynamic, well organized, and articulate teachers will assure a good learning
situation, for glahe students. While this statement contains much truth, it also car-
ries an assumption that is not true. The assumption is that a teacher teaches a class.
But a class does not have a mind; a class does not learn. Only individuals Tarn.

Classes are merely administrative arrangements that group individuals in

manageable components. To assess effectiveness, individuals must be examined.
The shadow study technique is a means by which one can gain a new perspective

on the teaching-learning complex, a perspective that is centered on the individual
consumer father than on the figure at the front of the room. Shadow studies permit-
one to get a picture of the real curriculum, the one from the viewpoint of the in-
dividual learner. And focusing on the learners, not on the teachers, is a very reveal-
ing approach. Watching teachers perform all day long gives one picture, watching a
learner all day long is likely to give a somewhat different picture. The latter picture,
we submit, is really the more valid one..

The teacher herself finds it difficult to concep ualize adequately a school day
from the viewpoint of the student. When a teach conducts a shadow study she
Baines a perspective not achievable any other way - and she inevitably does a great
deal of personal introspection that is helpful.

Curriculum improvement does not occur in a vacuum, nor does it take place via

the printed word or administrative memorandum. It involves people and, to be suc-

cessful, it must alter those persons, their perceptions and beliefs. Curriculum change
will occur when, and only when, teachers want it to occur. Hence efforts to bring
abSut educational change have to utilize procedures that will bring teachers actively

and fully into the act. The shadow study technique is one such procedure and we

commend it to others as worthy of utilization. In-service programs and staff
development projects always need ways to achieve their desirable but elusive goals.

Conducting a group of shadow studies in a particular school will provide rich data

for faculty consideration.
As a means of gathering case study data, the shadow study procedure has real

merit. Observing the individual's relationship with pupils and teachers throughout a
day will make evident important characteristics and traits that can lead to desired
behavior changes. ..

The shadow study research technique is classified as a "naturalistic" method of
gathering data. (Toepfer and (Omani. 1980) This means that the data are gathered
by direct observation in the subject's natural habitat as opposed to a contrived and
controlled environment. It has been used primarily by sociologists, but educators
have increasingly seen its merit. Following the publication of the 1964 ASCD
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Shadow Study many colleges incorporated the technique in their pre-service pro-
grams. Most frequently, it becomes a requirement during the student teaching ex-
perience where it serves to broaden the understandings of fledgling teachers.

Although not asked to react to the process of the study, many observers
volunteered comments regarding the value of the activity, as did the participants in
the 1962 study. The following are a few samples of such statements:

"I was astounded by the length of the day, a length never apparent before."
"This study gave me a chance to -experience some of the tensions and anxieties

encountered daily by a middle school student."

It was a _revealing experience, every teacher should do this periodically.'
"The shadow study project allowed me an opportunity to get into the

majnstream of academic concepts and procedures. It allowed me an opportunity to
make a time and initiative study of this group and observe the reactions in peer
groups, social and educational relationships."

' While the "rules" for conducting a shadow study are not officially established
Of fOrnWized, the Shadow. Studies conducted in- °1962 and 1977 used the same for-
mat and procedures. They are quite simple and logical.

The term "shadow study," of course, is an outgrowth of the procedure of
shadowing, or following closely, a student. It is riot as secretive as might be assumed
by the emotional tone of the word "shadow," but, on the other hand, the student
being observed should not realize, initially At least, that he or she is the subject. The
observing /and recording should lie as unobtrusive as possible. In most schools,
visitors are common enough that the presence of an outsider creates little, special
notice.

The student to be shadowed should be selected by some rajndoni method such as
a blind pick, a numbered selection, or the first (or last) student with the same initial
as the observer. The point is to avoid selecting, or having the administration select, a
"good" student, one that might uncharacteristically cast the school in a favorable
light.

The "Directions Given to Observers" are included as Appendix B and should
be reviewed for additional details. The form utilized is presented as Appendix C.

The observer then shadows the selected pupil throughout the entire school day.
Every ten minutes the behavior of the subject is recorded, The ten minute time inter-

-' val for recording the behavior of the student lends a sense of objectivity to the study.
It is surprising how readily the total picture is evident via theseten minute snapshots,
particularly when supplemented by the description in the environment column. The
locus of the study clearly is on what is happening to the individual student. Teacher
behavior is recorded as a function of what impinges on the student, but it is not a
prime subject of attention and analysis. In summary, the ShadOw Study technique'
can be used for many educational purposes; it has been recommended by those who
have used it and it is simple to employ.
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DIRECTIONS GIVEN
TO OBSERVERS

TO: Shat1-6-0, Study Volunteers
PROM: Johri H. Lounsbury, Coordinator, Steering Commit
RE: Middle School "Shadow Study" Research Project

. Thank you for agreeing to participate in the National Middle School Association's Shadow-Study

Project. February 17 is S-Day for following a seventh grade student throughout the day and recording

how it is to be a student in the middle school. You are one of over 100 observers who will be in the schools

all across the cAntmon that day. This study seeks to record a day's experience across the land for the

scyenth grade transeiPent. What happens to him, is he getting individual attention, what is he asked to

learn, how does he react? Thete is a related question -'how goes the middle school movement itself?
While not wholly a scientific study, the data recorded events and dialogue, will yield a slice of the middle

sdhool movement on February '17, Ism.
This letter is to outline the-ground rules for the study in order that you may plan your observation.

First, you are being asked to conduct the study February 17. Second, please be prepared to stay with the

student from the beginning of the school day until the end.
We ask that you do not conduct the study in your own school unless it is unavoidable. We realize that

this could easily create an unnatural environment. It-is important, therefore, to make arrangements for

the observation in advance. Most of you hive already selected the ()cuticular school. If there are several

schools from which you may choose, flip a coin or make a random selection in some other way.

We are focusing this study on those schools commonly called middle schools and encompassing a

three-year grade span (6.-8). Two year schools and those whichextend More than three years are welcome,

however, as long as grade seven is included. You can understand that schools limited to grades seven

through nine, however, must be excluded, because these are usually considered the.junior high school

years.
Student Selection

Certain procedures are suggested to insure randomness among students "shadowed". Select a

seventh grader:
I. in the regular program, excluding exceptionalities
2. use one of the following methods to select him:

reach in the seventh grade card file and draw out a name
pick a student from those whose last name begins with the same letter as your name

from, a numbered roster, selecting the middle name on the list

Shadowing Suggestions
It is not necessary that teachers know details of the Observation. They should realize, however, that

you are not observing them. Hopefully, the student will not recognize the coincidence of your presence in

his every class. if he does "figure out that -you may be following him, handle it as seems best to you At

the end of the day, you will conduct a brief interview with the student. If February 17th is a special day

with assemblies, field trips, etc., observe your student any-way. In the event of snow, go on the 18th.
Again, a strong thanks for helping with the study. Feel free to recruit a friend to do an additional

study in your area It is a great experience. '
SHADOW STUDY DIRECTIONS

I. Make additional copies of the attached shadow stud i'm for your use 5 or 6 sheets are probably

needed.
2_ Number each page consecutively.
J. Record events every ten minutes but always begin anew at the start of each period.
4_ Interview your student at the end of the day (if at all possible), asking him these basic questions:

a) What would you tell a new friend about your school?

b) If you could change anything about your school, what would it be and how would you change it?

5. Complete the general information form as possible from available records.

6. It would be very helpful if you summarized your reactions to the Shadow Study day in a way to stress

what wu happening to the student and how he was reacting to these events. Please prepare this sum-

Mary separately from the Shadow Study sheets.
7, Please return three typed (xeroxed) copies of the Shadow Study,
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DATE

SHADOW STUDY

OBSERVER

DIRECTIONS: Every ten minutes record the happenings in the appropriate column. Identify only the subject
being taught, student behavior, and classroom environment (you may wish to include sample teacher or
student talk in the last two columns.)

Time/Location Student Behavior Environment

Example:
8:40 - Howeroom

George is listening to the Student
Government report given by a student -

seems interested.

A typical classroom,. chairs in
rows. Teacher standing at side
during report.

,





LIST OF SCHfJOLS

Brookhaven Middle School, Decatur; Alabama
Annie Camp Middle School; Jonesboro, Arkansas
Camden Middle School', 'Camden, Arkansas
Douglas MacArthur Middle School, Jonesboro, Arkan
Brentwood Middle School, Greeley, Colorhao
Evergreen Open Living School, Evergreen, Colorado
Laredo- Middle School, Denver, Colorado
LouisWle Middle School, LouisviHe, Colorado
MinturnaMiddle School, -Minturn, Colorado'
North Middle School, Aurora, Colorado
St: Mary's Academy Middle School, Englewood, Colorido
Christine Cruse, Stamford, Connecticut
Central Middle School;'Dover, Delaware
Christiana Middle School, Newark, Delaware
William Henry Middle School, "fryer, Delaware
Elizabeth Cobb Middle Schoolfitallahassee, Florida
Fort Myers Middle School, Fort Myers, Florida
Lincoln Middle School, Gainesville, Fl orida
Plantation Middle, Plantation, Florida
Riviera Middle, St. Petersburg, Florida
Burney-Harris Middle School, Athens, Georgia
Davis Middle School, Milledgeville, Georgia
Dodgen Middle School, Marietta, Georgia
Griffin Middle School, Smryna, Georgia
lineMacon Middle School, Brunswick, Georgia
Martin. Luther King, Jr. Middle School, Atlanta, Georgia
Sandy Springs Middle School, Sandy Springs, Georgia
Savannah Country Day School, Savannah, Georgia
Sweetwater Middle School; Lawrenceville, Georgia
Valley Point. Middle, Dalton; Georgia
West Side Middle School, Rocky Face, Georgia
Centralia Junior High School, Mt. Vernon, Illinois
John F. Kennedy, Rockford, Illinois
Central Catholic Middle School, Indianapolis, Indiana
Columbia Middle School, Logansport, Indiana,
Custer, Raker Middle School, Franklin,. Indiana
Heritage Middle School, Middlebury, Indiana
Westchester Middle School; Chesterton, 'Indiana
West Vigo Middle School; West Terre Haute, In
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Edison Middle School, Waterloo, lo a
Paola Middle School, Ottawa, Kansas
l-tardin Central, Celia, Kentucky
Southside.Middle, Paris, Kentucky
Matthew Henson Middle School, Indian Head, Maryland
Berrien Springs Middle School, Berrien Springs, Michigan
Colernin Middle SchoolColeman, Michigin
Lakeview community Schools, Lakeview, Michigan
Meridan Junior High School,,Sanford, Michigan
Plainwell Middle School, Plainwell, Michigan
Remus Robinson Middle School, Detroit, Michigan
Franklin Middle School, Mankato, Minnesota
Rosemount Middle School, Rosemourft, Minnesota
Valley Middle School, Apple Valley, Minnesota
Leland Middle School, LeIrmd,. Mississippi
The Middle School, AmorY, Mississippi
Brittany Middle School, University City, Missouri
Nipher. Middle School, Kirkwood, Missouri
Mastricola Middle School, Merrimack, New Hampshire
John Adams Middle School, Albuquerque, New Mexico
A. V. Zogg Middle School, Liverpool, New York
Casey Middle School, East Amherst, New'York
Glen Cove Middle School, Glen Cove, New York
Heim Middle School, Williamsville, New York
Mill Middle Sch-ool, Williamsville, Nw York
Pine Grove Middle, East Syracuse, New York
Pioneer Middle Central, Yorkshire, New York
A-yden Grammar School, Ayden, North Carolina
Candor Middle School, Candor, ,North Carolina,
Harry M. Arndt, Hickory, North Carolina
Johnson. School, Troy North Carolina .,
Lenoir Middle School, 1 noir, North Carolina
Troy Junior High,' Troy,

\
North Carolina

Washington Park School, Laurinburg, North Carolina
Kimpton Middle School, Munroe Falls, OW
Manchester Middle School, Akron, Ohio
Stewart Jr. High School, OxCord, Ohio
Turpin Middle School, Cincinnati, Ohio
Willis Intermediate School, Delaware, Ohio
Worthingway Middle School, Worthington, Ohio
Carver Middle School, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Aliquippa Middle School, Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
Neil Armstrong Middle School, Bethel Park, Pennsylvania
Retzensteirrivtiddle School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Slippery Rock Area Middle School, Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania
Berea Middle School, Greenville, South Carolina
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Vermillion Middle School, Vermilion, South Dakota
DreprrevIlle Middle School, Greeneville, Tennessee
Judson Middle School, Longview, Texas
ICillough Middle School, Houston, Texas
Hedgesville Middle School, Hedgesville, West Virginia
Maninsburg South Middle School, yartinsbUrg, West Virginia
North Middle School, Martinsburg, West Virginia
Lovell Middle School, Lovell, Wypming
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E LIST OF OBSERVERS

George Adams, Troy, .North Carolina
Ron E. Adams, Berrien Springs, Michigan
Michael M. Athay, Hedgesville, We'st Virginia

E. MIS. D011 Auble, Oxford, Ohio
Varnal Illifhmann, Kirkwood, Missouri
Ida S. Baker, Fort Myers, Florida '

Richard L. Barnes, Rosemount, Minnesota
Emma Lee Bass, Jonesboro, Arkansas
Fran Bastone, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Max Bough, West Terre,Haute,'Indiana
Howard L. Behrendt, Dover, Delaware
Len Bierlein, Sanford, Michigan.
J. Ronald Black, Indian Head, Mary)
Joseph Bondi, At. Petersburg, Florida.
Sue Browner, Gainesville, Florida
Ken Brooks, Paris, Kentucky
Robert F. Bumpus, Decatur, Alabama
Catherine Canny, Louisville, Colorado
Arthur J. Cartlidge, Leland Mississippi
Mary L. Chiaravallati, East Amherst, New York
Ann Clark, Hugh McArthur, & Kyle Smith, Dalton, Georgia
Mary F. Compton, Athens, Georgia
Julie Cox, Berrien Springs, Michigan
Martha H. criss, Gainesville, Florida
Michael M. Cuhey, Hedgesville, West Virginia
Jerry Daniel, Camden, Arkansas
Don K. Deter, Chesterton, Indiana
Thomas S. Dickson, Rocky Face, Georgia
Charles Dilg, Logansport, Indiana
Deloris Doman, Ottawa, Kansas
Mrs. B. J. Duckett, Detroit, Michigan
Michael Edmondson, Ayden, North Carolina
James C. Elmer, Ailethel Park, Pennsylvania
Ernest D. Eppley, Lenoir, North Carolina
Alma B. Evans, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Barbara L. Gary, Denver, Colorado
Vivian M. Gassett, Plantation, Florida
Marvin A. Goetz, Williamsville, New York \
John E. Grauberger, Minturn, Colorado
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Charles H. Griffin, Laurinburg, North Carotin
James A. Grout, Evergreen, Colorado
Jane lla B. Hiller, Hickory, North Card lina
Betty Hankins, Greeneville,: Tennessee
Thomas P. Hannah, Delaware, Ohio
Mary Hannon, Ceilia, Kentucky
Richard C. Harper, Stamford, Connecticut
Leanne Herten, Englewood, Colorado
Ceic le I. Heiner, Greenville, South Carolina
Maurice 4. Herron, Candor, North Carolina-
Joseph D.Iluber, Vermillion, South Dakota
Mr. Irvine, Waterloo, Iowa
Larry AIrwin, Greeley, ColOrido
John W. lsaak, Apple Valley, Minnesota
Daniel M. Jenks, Coleman, Michigan
Lyle C, Jensen, Yorkshire, New York
Janet Keating, Rockford, Il linOis,
J. Kin law, Troy, North Carolina
Sister Elaine Kohn, Indianapolis, Indiana
Douglas'A. Lehman, Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
Steven E. Levering, Houston, Texas
David Loeffler, Slippery Rock, Pennsylvania
Jcihn H. Lounsbury, Milledgeville, Georgia
Tom Mag laras, Aurora, Colorado
Julia Merchant, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Hannah S. Martin, Marietta, Georgia
Janis C. McClain, Longview, Texas
Lynne Merrill, Merrimack, New Hampshire
Terry Merrift, Mankato, Minnesota
Phyllis Messer, Lovell, Wyoming
Dexter Montgomery, Amory, Mississippi
Reid Mullins, Lawrenceville, Georgia.
Lacy M. Myers, Dover, Dela Ware
Nick Osborne, ML_Vernon, Illinois
Ruth P. Palmer, Martinsburg, West Virginia
Warren Palmer, Milledgeville, Georgia
Mike Penwell, Cincinnpti, Ohio
Harry Pettibone, Franklin, Indiana
Debbie Phillips, Worthington, Ohio -

Betty, Pistilli, Liverpool, New fork
William W. Powell, Athens, Georgia
David Prentice, Plairiwell, Michigan
John R. Riley, Williamsville, New York
Mildred J. Rock, Brunswick, Georgia
Robert Root, Glen Cove, New York
Gladys Sawyer, Lenoir, North Carolina
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Judy Sheldon, Bast. Syracuse, New York
Joyce Smith, Milledgeville, Georgia
Susan Smitherman, Rocky Face, Georgia
Shirley Thompson, Lakeview, Michigan
Alice McVetty Vats, Akron, Ohio '1

Carl F. Vaupel, Jr., Jtresboro, Arkansas
F. Neil Walzl, Newark, Delaware
Mary S. Ware, At !anti, Georgia

--Susan Weybright, Middlebury, Indiana'.
Ellie Wiggins, Munroe Falls, Ohio
Q. T. Williams, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Nel le B. Wright, Tallahassee, Florida
Harold S. Zimmerman, University City, Missouri
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NMSA PUBLICATIONS

The Middle School: A Look Ahem! (158 pages) . , ........... . ..$3,95

Good Schools for Middle,Grade Youngsters: Characterisdcs,
Recommendations (42 pages):\ . ........ . : ... .$2.50

The Emerging Adolescent: Characteristics and Educational
implicadons (56 pages)........ ... . . , .............. . ......$2.95

*Iddle School Relearch: Selected Studies, 1977-79 (161 pages). . . ..

Middle School Research Studies, 1980 (125 pages) . .

Five Ws for. Middle Schools: Strategies for Teaching
Affective Etlucadon, 1980 -

The Middle School in Profile: A Day In the Seventh Grade,

. . . .$6.00

. . $5.00

$2.95

1980 (80 pages)...... ... . . . ........ ............. . 14.95

Changing From a Junior High School to a Middle School,

(Filmstrip/Cassette)
$24.95

Back Issues of the Middle School Journal

Vol. 1 -III, 1970-72 (a composite)
$10.00

Vol. IV, 1973
$6.00

Vol. V, 1974... .. . .. . ................ $6.00

Vol. VI, 1975.,_.., ... . . . .. ......... . . $6.00

Vol. VII, 1976
$6.00

VorVIII, 1977... . ... ... ....... . .. . ... $10.00

Vol.- IX, 1978. . . ... . . . . ... . ... .. $10.00

Vol. X, 1979
$15.00

Vol. XI, 1980... . . . . .. . .... .. $15.00

Discounts are available on quantity orders of the same title to a single address.

Contact NMSA Business Office, P.O. Box 968, Fairborn, Ohio 145324

(513) 878-2346.
Annual membership (1981) including subscription to Middle School Journal,

$30.00. Subscription to Journal only, $15.00.


